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(2) ftfflW- 1 1-41480

BWFBfcSOlGli]

(b) ^LT»e>nfctutBi!lPteSfe©llfe<0=&S^*

BufBXg (a) T-fi. SulB^M^tLT,

®feoasffi«*, totb#*<D-&*^t no cfeffl-efr

iBlfeffi*S»Lft*&&fC#P>n*ISfBftll£ilfeO!lfeO

fufEXg (b) t?«.

MtBAPffiJIfeoilfe© 5 "5, < i: £>—o©S 2 30

JgfefcOl^Ttt, ttfSXS (a) Ki^T^LTi?.
nfcfufBSfl 2 ^HfeOig-&«^B0fBS^Rrtl®H(^©

tuiBa^ffl^c»^3tfii:Lr, m

HUlBXe (a) t<t-pT^LT#e.n/-CHufBS2#^

lc*5tt5fufBMI l ©SSliSBtmcDgl D ©£I 2 O^ffi 40

BI&H 2 ] ft 1 KfBWOeaft&ffifc^BVT,

VT, fct^fejS*:. huIB^ 1 ^JlfecDButBlt^Ofea

im&m 3 ] it i *&aw#« 2 tctB«©fe^

imm 4 ] m&m 1 *v 3 © ? -soffit©

W^pJ*6a5HK*frs«}fB«Jj»tiB©#J^«fe 0 fc/hSV

GfcftH 5 ] M^Si 1 UR 4 <D ? ZV&M.CD

SufBxe (b) tt,

WfBXig (a) lc*oT^«lbT»P>nfcBulBi!lPffillfe

©Hfe<Di!-&fi;&; MZraffiiIfe©jlfeK»/E-r3i!ufBS

maBflMA t<Dm.&M&*m.rm%.(Dm.mmm&m^

HufB^2^M^col^Tti, MfBXg (a) {c«koT

^^xKA^-r^^tuiB^fflM^^^ ~m&mic%zm

(a) Mffiiipiiiifeoiifetc-en^n^-rsHufB^

tc, HuiBftnteSfeonfeo^iE-a-atc^-rsxei:.

(B) ^LT#P>nfcButBAPi*tifecOIlfe©^tl-&«

HulBXg (A)

tulBi&PSigfe©Mfe© 3-5, < t fc-oco^ 1

nftju 1 oa£«WHrto*i?»*a^-K:» buibs i #s

mem 1 w*wfite»«r*SMBasffl«*o«<H!«



(3) 1 1-41480

mibis (b) r-ti, mm&M&tist*

«&©&****, KHEWjsoaKftaifc'wiufefflw

$Jfeffi£g& L fc«^tcf§5 ft«tufB*Dfeilfe©Jlfe©

[m&B 7 3 1^©fe*tfHI«*oini*«fi©*.

ft**jjVr*i:#fc:, Bufe*^ffl{I^©«#&£
i:LTH:JJf3£©«£IGHrt©**S»>*9» tul2<i#3i*

»c«c^itnes^s 1 1ttim^cDifSiWffiiSB ft©*

n^t-u iwf2;!jpi£iie©iicfe«i;:, isisfti&iSfeoiKfe

IWBSH WBaJftlMHiUT, 30

f}f2ftPi£2Ife©liCfe© a < 1 1—o©ft l

SJ&«%£& btcm^^nb ftS Buf2*Pffiilfe<DJlfe©

#*I-&fi-e*IfeLT, tulB<S«*7—*^vtv^XIc}3
VTfe*S^Lfei§£,K» ^Lfci£fe©8!lfeffi#7C©

©Hfe©^-^^©^^*/^* i:±Mc,

iuiB*Pi£il&©Ii6©-5 £> < t fc—o©gi 2

js&juoi->Ta. fuss i ©£&#©£*ot£&lt

F*3©MT&3*&K:, tm&?nR}9^<Dm^&mkL
T, IfliE^fBHfiKfct^T^ftKJSSftfcftl ©£&

fiftg&i 1 ©SSi#«fc * oT«» LT*# £ftfcijfeif! 2

KH\ mei^mm^<om^At.LZ, Huf28i5£ffl3B so

ftizssifzwffim i ©saKBJXftoa o <om 2 ©^&

Ht&9i 8 ] fe^&ffl©ftS^fr^5^^777
f—rn/SfllA» 7 lcgett©&9SKScnfc J: ^ T
aai tt»& tifeWBtaftfi&©«&K*iveft*fjs-t

<^t, m3£©«e*©«fc*ift-r*e«#MBE«T»*o

^©#^Sfifi©ffl©»-&*©3 Mtem 1

fciWa* 2 ©I3M6H ©Steffi**-*»0Ha*tWB
ft 2 W3gBft©Wn*»K»*S'r*tM3»i5*fl!fflra©fl«
3M*©«fc LT*erf8£©e^e*, 8MB

Otitic,

Nuf2^©ffi^E«fcoT«£ft5TKUXe«, S0I2

#£©»^*«e»ut»6n*ME*fe*©«#««

^fflg^©<s-^3Sft^/sufcii-a-«-esfe-r5 c te
<fc?K fe&^jrrsi:«t, MIBa^fflfi^©m^3SS
fcLTtt»«£©»ja«BF'9©tt**!>#* h«2«^3SS

©3 > t!k-^^ny5A gESL fcn > tra-^m&

Rft©«s*«Kaaft-r*i:*K:»
MI2S^K«i:LT, MIBimStife©llfe©'5^,

< t fe—o©m 1 «F^JSfe©6*ffi«*, MI2#^©fe
flMWfcra t^T?*oSME«^©6**SI J: 0

KMB!inJ*jBfe©[Sfe©*iB!ft*1fiB6LT» Buf215S*

/fcK6©Wft*^5c©tlWfflBfe«l i:H tfflfc*S * 3

^> ]H6fifi^&jbn^a€i©K&©«8^B^©KiUBff
«rfflv^5^l©tSffii:,

1 ©«IBK: it>T*JftbT#6nfcWE4QffijB6©
/Mfe©#il^-«*. *ft«i, MI2Apailfe©Ilfe«

stl2APffiilfe©Mfe©d^, tt—o©W2W&
JHfeteoVTli, Huf2^1©tS^H:*oT^«LTt#P.
txfe^^ 2 ft^Mfe©ig^«A^Huf2S«Rlte®Hrt©ffl
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nvifa-^tclS^^^^/cfetDnytraL-^^P^ 10

[00 0 1]

[0 0 0 2]

RGB0 30(Dfefi

[0 0 0 3] Lrf^U *7-X*tt"PR*«oTf6

fct, SMS, !H*5-H»ciSv^]ii«tt1i5nav\ 30

[0 0 0 4] -Jj, 3RBBfflOH««Ua»<:3BV>T

it, — fflWJ*, CMYKO4fe<0>r>**fflt^rfTto

*U «»WfcfiS8i*nTCMYK(0 4O0ft{i-9^6

fiW*RGBftffi:«»Lft±^

[0 0 0 5] L^U fflffJfl§<DCMYKft{I#* 40

[0 0 0 6] BP*. ±ELfti54fi»)ll7-f;W©«f
ttteO^SHofcRGBfee-Sf^ *v-fflWJfflOC M Y

H««*o*5—t-^tea^-rsc iff

[0 0 0 7] kC5tf, #^-^E-*C;}:. », »3 so

6

-JlSC^^h [gamut] ) l*3©feL**«^T?#&
i^cfcfU (O^yH S*W4*9

[0 0 0 8] &oT, fe£*LT»S*l**9-*.=:ir
ffltDRGBfe«.^(Ofil«rO*6 1 STfcSIftflsLfci:

*9-*~*<D*. IK, W3feOM^ft:^n^tX^

lotof^ o*t)t>/h*^« (ftcoM) a^5*w4
1 «fc D t>;*f?i/Hfi (l 0 0%*8^8» lc&oTL£

[0 0 0 9] C CT\ ^7-^^fORG Bfeft^<D

*«ar*fci6fc:i6aiaR g Bfe^o^^n-rn 1

CWB, MAX) 4:U K^**«3H"r*fca6JCiE«aR
GBM^M^nftiO min) fc-T**:^

oT. »3W**0J:»)/|^VHi-WC6**aif, BUS"?

[0 0 10] fifoT. C©J:54^ S£3KT?«. £5
^-^fflORG BfififOfii: LT 1 KUiOil^Ott
Tott*^s**ntt>^ ^n^n, -t^t. maxi^min

[0 0 1 1]

7-^*fflOR G Bfiff **ICMAX1 feb<
(4 MIN0Tff%«6nTb*5/£:ft. JfOftO»»<De

[0012] £/c, iH*^HIi«**^tt*^ffliM<D

SteMAxifcL<» MiN0T?JT-5«e>n*OT?aa<,
MAX1 €>L<t4 M IN 0 9 & o /cfefi^OffiO

**<MAX1 fcL<ttMINOT?ff%«5ft*7Stf-l?, *ttJM

[0013] -flgwtc »»*oeo«s»», H^tuc
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[0 0 14] flfe-sT, *«W©B«fi, ±f2Lfcft*8

[0 0 15]

K^afi©«fefc*ft*ft»iSLTAa*n

1912* 7-ISf/UXtcA73 * Buf2a^B<I*i£
ffSfcfelc, IWfflll&**iWB*3Sfllfll^K:ffi»"r*ft

^at-s^t, (a) Mies!ifeffl^m^<o^n«

at, (b) a*LT#5nfeiWEinttaeo«&o*
a&fi*, ^n^n, 89f2ADffiigfeo/gfe©t, MfEim

SSftlca*"r*XSi:, WBBIS (a) Tftt,

MfB^gSM«t LT, IMBiQi*Bfe©JHfe©5-B,

< t fc-o©fg 1 #^fe«Dfe«^«*> BufB#)£©fe

tm Cfe*BT*froiiulB1#5£©feS^ J; t) iSv^

7iMfe©S!lfe<ittf7c©fufBiB!lfeffit HI Cffitcfc* .J: 5

BufEie (b) WIBilDiSBfe©

life© 5-5, < t fc—o©jg 2 tfj&glfetco^T

«, ButBXS (a) lcir3T^LT«e>nrcB9t2lg2

»c, MfB*^«-5§©«#3iiSt LT, MIBS1/£SEBF»9

KfeVT^JMBEStifclS 1 ©&8MGBrt©tftca&t

U WI3XS (a) tC*oTSSSLT#P>nft:«JIB^2 40

fro, :?«>ss*nfem^©isss«Hrt©ffl'e&s*i-&

MiE«Sffl«*§©{B^5£«£LT, MfB^®5ffl

rttcfettafufB^l ©^&®BWW©S»)©S{!2©^g5

[0 0 16] *9ffl«>eXW&*tt* S*WJ£©
fefi&^;S:£ro;&nj£Bfe©Iife«\ mfm&W&om&fc

TttBf£©«W?Ttl«Brt©*%* D»**^-S^x

*«E«wffl«9*»S fcib fc, BufBiB'Jfeffi£

MBa*^ffl«^fi:*»r*feaEt(ai«"e*oT, men

»»*«te«»-r*» i ©£»#«£, ^tt»^n
fcMe&naae©sie©*B^«*, ^n^en, tufB*p

r*wsaai^««^©«*SME»M-*fls 2 ©san#
St, HMEJII 1 ©«ft¥«tt, BufB^&IH&t
LT, BufB*nj£Bfe©IiCfe©-3-£, '>&<tfe—o©3f
1 tt£JK&©6A£W£, ME<ltt£©eAgff£HC&

Yxtc^v^Tfe^a^Lft:^^, a^brc^fe©iaie

Aa?£Bfe©mfe© ;&a&»'N©^&iii&£:fl?v->3 1«
te, tOTBJB2©&ft^att, BufBiDffiilfe©!!^©?

t>, tt—o©SI2f«eK&K:ovTtt, jMMB&

i ©^m^sic <fc o utf6nrzMtsm 2

6©B£*tf«nes^i»6^rt©«T* tu

gg*Mg§O^SSSfcbT, Huf28i5£i3Brtlci3V>

% 1 ©saunas:ioi^LTfen/tMtaig 2 wjg

o, ^*6^£ftfcffi£©&^ISBrt©ffiT*&3#a-fc
fct, fi&ffia^ffl<i*f©ffi-^3ft££LT* HU§2#i5£®BF<9

Brt©tfK:aa»'r*ct*Biifr*.
[0 0 17] CCJ:^^ ^^©fe^SWffiRCf*©

v^T*pffiafe©/ife© ;&a-&«tc^-rso c©t^,
irai*a£i©fife© 3 -6, < t fe-o©m 1

©fes^««r, <ft7£<D&mmm tn uaia-efrowjeo

•5&, iB!i&ffi^6inffiae©sft©#a-&«'\©a»Ki

«*, wsfioBfjBoaiMiatbTfflv*. ^{c, &&
LT»p»nfcADi*afe©iife© :&a-&»«:, *tnFn,
*nteafe©®fe«ic, inffiafeoRftfc^ti'^tiwis-r.

aafe©iife©5^, ^*<-tfe—o©»2«^nfet
3V veil, a»UT#6*lfclB2W3£«fiOB*«*W
s»riBiBBrto«i?**»&K, a^^i##©«^aa
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[0 0 1 8] ±l2L/£<ES*5-*^'r/<-rX-p{±, Hi

a-^-r, instead*ni£iie©ise©*ii^fi^©£

<fc •=> TSST'f SfeJaofl-fcfe^-feOSteJ-eifc =>T fe,

W&iJ^-WfrTtWX tc <fc # afeUE©* fc

fi»©Sfb*JlD*.*cfctf-i»**. 20

[0 0 19] »i)7-«if;WX

*©fe©a^©Wfe^&a»Lt#6*i*iii8!iB

«Brt©«T***^fcH\ «-©tfaSa%fflflH9©A*

3tt«i:bT» 2 ©asJMBBrt n*fei6, HI

2l*£StfeCOl"»Ttt. ±IBLfcfeO*»OllMi«s*to

*i5C£&<. *sya«*©«#»*EM*fcLT«#S

[0 0 2 0] #f8W<Dfe£»73i*fc:43V->T, MtEffiSfe

ttJS«i«, *5*feS!lll]*a0R©6ftH±»!:*^T»-^
MfBfg l tt^&©ffi£tt£©:&*tftt£ <£ o

coo2i] &m.&&.mm%:c(D£oicn%£tiz£?
T, #£©fe£&<! UP5» ftBE©£A&aD fcWCfe

*BT\ <fe K> »vviB«*J$o«J: 5

[002 2] *»»OfegaWttK:33l,'»T, . MfBftJjSii «o

fe©^e©^T*t(ifB^l#^fei:LT, &Sgl#

WffiOftft*«J:»>tWltJt*i??iS<ft»J:3K:,

[0 0 2 3] cOioJc, S-Ml^UCfelc-^T. #

[0 0 2 4] Sfc, *««Oft«to!F»IC»f^T, HUuB so

10

ajEWHteirrswBJB 2 ©^^©w-^iitfifBsgi

[0 0 2 5] ^fi5B©^^T'$.5^2©^®5fflti
T?S*«t>SKU f?^Wt6«B©g«#;T*;g>&Sgl©

[0 0 2 6] *5EW©e^si^ratfev->T, suie

IS (b) It. tutBXg (a) fcioTSifcLT#&n

T, MfBS^«£MB«^*£©^&SB«£:3|-fm5£
©ssMB»%fliv^TasM-* misss 2 #^Mfe
KofTfi, MfBIH (a) te<fc^TgglLT#e>*lfc

BUfBSg 2 #«fife©ig-&S#miBS^RJA6l8BF*3©fiI-Z?

[0 0 2 7] C©J:?tC, s^Sfr&flre&K^os*

[0 0 2 8] Sfc, *f8»©fl!l©&£ifc&&B,

fetc^n^ti*fis ltx*$ns*^ffl«#©fl^§ss

bTam^©S3^oIt6iSB^©ffl^rSt)f5*^—

^

t, (a) «nBftnffifflfi©jR&K:*n€fnjtiS
,r*swB

«^flm#©fi^3ftS^ ^n^tu MBAnjSiife©^
H5l3*nffiilfe©Mfe©^^-SC^»-r5xg

(B) aaftLT»6*ife1HBtattJB60«feO«B

x.mt. *ffiz.s msxm (a) -pa:, meAnsa&o
^©•5 < i: fe—o©^ 1 ^Hfefc-ovT

fcbr, MtBWPiRrt&asBrt©ffltcggau buIb^iRf

^85Brt(ci3ttS iufBSg 1 OffiRCHUnoaD©H2



(7) 1fHS¥ 11-41480
11

tc x «nere (b) t*«, waBs&mtLT. mmtn

feftffi®*, Bu1B^©fe*&^£I^CfetlT*A^HufB
«fc dwvsg**»oiBefe*a«fc«ie

6ft*ttE^«e©Be©#B£-

[0 0 2 9] CO.fcSftfeS&^rfrfeffl^&C^K.fco

[0 0 3 0] *fgf£©giJ©fe^gl&«fi,

&«Sr, tutaftS*^ y 97 y "f^r—

ffi-g-£©3 s tulBJg l ©^gUSB^iifBlfl 2OSM
HfcO«ISi»ctt«r*«W«*IWBtB 2 0#^/lfe©^F

trt$/£<0»&-&*\ ^ft<£&, MsZ&mkmJl'virT

«^*«»LT»6n*iOBae5Rofli^««!i«nT 30

[0031] (iioioW^sciiu^r, Mi

watt*1-!***.

[0032] *^B^cote^«f*^v *^«f3toa«*ai

v-r, $jeffi*^tuiB#v—g^f^'W.*^;:A;fr•f^#

liu^B^/B«^t ;&^#3fci6^;:, tSfBS!ifefii*Huie*^ffl .

tg&"T5 fc46©3 > tfa-* 7"n^ A^rffi®L
fc3 >e 3.-*W*«t 0 ^teftlEBttf*"?* r>Tv tutS

MlB*i*H*i:LT, ffl

tfi*P?£|gfe©IIfe© 5 '>ft < i: fe-oolg 1 #3£jH

12

IWaWSEOftStfW* 5 *if***»ofilBftitfflillic

fBffl'Jfeffl £ |sl ft£ J: 5 ft , ifflfefilfr eira&igfe©

B&©^^«^©^H**^*m ©*Mtfc* k

"5, '>ft< fcfe—o©SB2l«aRftfcoi/'»TH:, tulBM

iteShfcJB 1 ©gjMGBrtOttfcStJKU SufBM 1 <D

mmic* ot^$> LTf# sn/tMaesB 2 ^/ifeojg-a-

«*«IWBS»^r«IBB^-0«T?*t>T, fro, ^*6K5t

ffl«^©€^aiSi:LT, HuiB&^SEBrtKfcW-St&fE

is 1 v>wmm\m<o& t)©S2 oxfMiBAoatcx

[0 0 3 3] ft*, fB^«f*i:LT«, 7^^;^
X^CD-ROM, Ttai^-rX^, ICA-K,

ROMA-h'J-r^ rtl/f-tl—Y. A—3— KftS©
^F#frfflBiJ^ti«:EPf5iJ%, 3 >kf a.-5»©rtgPfB1t^B

(RAM^ROMftHO^ty) 43 J: cmffil5fl»H«
O, 3>tfa.-^fr^D5rtgftffi^O«tt*fUffl^#

So

[0 0 3 4] COJ:5ftlB«aM*lcl3«*tlfc3>i;3.
-*^n df =yAfr3> kfa—^t J:oT t%nS i:

,

[00 35]

2#5 3 > fe!a-2 ^7 A*ji-f3ISK*^'LT«*&

fit, iiffliSK^LT, ^Wft^ny^Aftri^ifa

[0036]
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(8) WBBTl 1-4 14.8 0

14

[0037] mztf, mmm<Dm*)m<Dtpmmm

R^BTSfefeJc, *7-91fflOCMYKftl§4
*^--^-*ffl©R G B&flWfcgSiLT*^-*-*

[0 0 3 8] —(file, X**^^J5S»7-r/l/i*<DR
G BM^^-^fflORG Bfeff^f (g^ffifS

^RGB) (Cg^-T^^l^ R GB->XY Z->R GBO

SftTSTffitt. fflfe«T**XYZ**3§UB{B#T?*£R
' V) f 2.757777 -1.308176

g' =

w

10

GBKlfegiMfrfTftd*^ XYZ->RGB) tc

[0 0 3 9] ST, *H*ff9te«*H-nc^'r7n-^

[0 0 4 0] femc&^TlL 3=*3\ HI8HD#^—-t—

^T. SIM'CSSXYZ*^ r' g' b* ^<Ofe*»

[0 0 4 1]

[Si]

-0.993072 1.922088

0.077090 - 0 282662

-0.424273YX>
)

0.042577 |Y
1.464701 Izj

•(1)

[0 0 4 2] &33, CG>*&\ - ±!a*9~-t—^i:LT
tt, *, S. WO«*#3Sflfta-r* I TU-R 7 0 9

(IBCCIR 7 0 9) ^tflOrfc^T. *, US, Wtf*

os) oa^ii^t^ffii^o
[0 0 4 3] ClT% r' , g' , b* bit* ±12*/^

30

.
g*:

.

t if

b* tt[0 0 4 4] ±ISbftJ;5^ r *

, g

V«0 (L^O.O)

V=L,'T (0.0<L<

V-1.0 <la0
*Js>

[0 0 4 7] S (2) IC&^T, Lit, ft

S^**^^bfelS©*iW***t-t><0-efcD, ±12L
fcr' , g

f

Sifcttb' tcitfcT&o VB\ ±12

flHHItf (fiP5. P*P«JE) ±12L
fcR, GSfefiBtc»/S-r*o a£ (2) ic&T&mm
It* 0 < L < 1 <DiSBT\ L<D\/y3k<DM%Lb*^T

[0 0 4 8]££oT, ±f2r' g' b* -»RGBS«ffl
mvit, *. 8. *ff»c. ^n^tu r' *r»c, g' so

g

{bbfcfiiT?fc^cDTr, afifiTSSXYZiUT, ±12
*5-t-*teftJt*i». «. W*DWlcioTB
«L#*ft* (±B*5-*-*B«<D;ff*y h [gamu

t] ) -O^JcaBSfe*, ±I2XYZ->r' g' b* ^
V Offite, Wife 0^5 lOKHfcffiSSCfc

*c&£ 0 L**U XYZtU, ±ELftft«OWc*

g' , b' <omi** firtift^o^e i oiBH^nca^T

[0 0 4 5] SWu, fi£*tz:43V^Ttt, ±12^^^-^
fc6»8y»ttk:i^T, (2) »cS-r««H»te
J:oT r

T

g* b' i^BSSfflifTSSRGB^
a»*Rft3o ^ r, g, Bti. ^n^n. ±12

fl|#3itt (BP'S, EP*D«JE) «/>ffl^0, ftfcttW

l fc***5K:«»ft GB»ft) LfcfecDTfe^o

[00 4 6]

BR23

1.0)

^rGtC, b

[0 0 4 9

b'
I

titiKDMb

t, a (2

G&fcltB

[0 0 5 0

r * g' b

(2)

] fi£*tC^^Tti. tSISOXYZ-^r ?

g*

C*5V^T. ffJAtf. r' (
-g'

, b' <Dffi

ITOcfcD^^l (SP«, L<0) #f»6
^ScDr* g* b* ->RGBa«MfflatCl3V^

) *(Dffl«f^TR t

Ofiii:LT0 (EP^, V = 0) Kl^SIStlT

] S£oT, tuxELfcctdtc. fuSOXYZ^
efeV^T. 'ffSAtf, XYZLT.



(9) 1 1-41480
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v^»cftote«^ 0fr6lOIi?Mi:4t)fti
-&) , &&<Or' g' b' ->RGB«««raK:43^T.

fcfe«©^fcftSfe<Oai5»tCOl/^Tt±, r' g' b' ->

*t>ntLsv\ wabfcfcatu. ™

[0 0 5 1] i2t^iso^7-^^T^^eni»

[0 0 5 2] 0 2tC*3V^T, =ftJg(D&]HjSR 0, G

o, bo ti^n^n^, s. *<D#ti)ifi»o*-r&<ofe

mmm csp^ fefi*s) ^tti^o M»Lfc«fc3

£ LT I T U — R 7 0 9»Jt**ffl^Tlr^ft«>, II

^R0, GO, BOiiftlftllTU-R 7 0 9M
f*o*-recDfes*afc*^Ti/^o B2u:*5^

[0 0 5 3] $te, R0, GO, B0^Mi:«Eft

feS (±IS*5—t-*H**D#P«*y h [gamut] ) g 30

a*SLT^5o ft*5> SLltme&tfm (X^

[0 0 5 4] m2lC^~?£vlC^ X^siy7-<D&&

fire** x y z *«*ofi«»^rate«k o t$/f^if

*l£*fett#5-*—*IC43^TB 3 tC^to < 40

[0 0 5 5] H3«±H2^-r*5—/^y^-*D*fe*^Ce

^r, #^^h;wi, ^n^n,

16

So

[0 0 5 6] H3**&l5363^ft<fc3fc: x /^y^D

£>\ fe«g a<DWc*Sfefco^TH\ _bf2^J^—^E—

[o o 5 7] iBefflcea6'*x Yz«tse*oea
»75"jS <fc o tSifflf§T35« RGB icSJfcLT±fB

Tffibff8ft«g aOW:**fifcOV^tt,

[0 0 5 8] 4fc. H4tt!Se*(Dft*»^ffite <J:oT«

0 4^£>1>T\ ^Jjfa<Dm£mJjfa<D$&t (BP

A, »0#»^fc<fcoTWRU»Sfi« (IP

[0 0 5 9] 8£^T, ^BStC#ft-rsfeT?*oTfe, B

g" b
f

->RGBa«ffl3a*ftftofclRte, ^Ofe^gP

[0 0 6 0] JM±KWbfc«fc^41K*©fe«S«r

^5*5*^rffi*»*o ft*5. *|g*0Jfc:fe^Tt>, *
9-*-iribTtt, tOS)BWlTU-R

7 0 9 (IBC C I R 7 0 9) »)fcf*T?fc**7—

t

[0 0 6 1] *SHftffBtuj3V>T«; B 1 tc^-r^^tc,

Wfe«"Z?*«XYZ*^& r
f

g* b' 'vflDfefflft*

ff*3 (Xfy^2 0) o

[0 0 6 2] CcDJcd^^^^-^-^^^L

[0 0 6 3] B5'ttBlOXYZ-*r' g' b
f

[oo6 4] bs ki^r^^HfRvrnfiuatfiRttsn

0) tc^3V^T«, .^ISO*^—tn^ic^L, {gS^r^



(10) ftffl¥ 1 1-4 14.8 0

17

a,.*, m, m<D&mft#<D&?&<D&mmm*. mm

&*n-D&m&&mmic&3g. l ft* **«^-r
So

[0 0 6 5] H6fiiK. Hi, to^Mfrostfito

yfefi0T?£3 o

[0 0 6 6] 0 6lCfe^T, ^£DH^Jg©]S^R0,
go, Boti, m2ic7jki,rco£fflmc^ n&s©#7—
^^fcfctfS^, «, *©«&}£# (I TU-R 7

0 9awt«o ©«Tfe©&s&« (eps, s!Bs©fefi&

[0 0 6 7]-^ Hl©HMOijSR5, G5, B

5fi, $m<D&&mmRo, go. Botm\^-&mr\
n^cofefij^SR o , go, bo izit-^mmtt 5 %^v>

[0 0 6 8] 0 7fi*. «, #©#Mft#:©«-rfe©*

-yfefi0-?a6Sp B7fCfe^Tv re, gr, bl
ti, ^ft^tl, ti©feSiSRO, GO, BOfcl^U

»£*:lth3h« (bps, »cria»oT,

mtf, r 5 a» ^oat^os-rfionKo&Aftai
R OfclSJC&ffltffeSCD-^ H7»C^-TfU»r e±fC^
oTfeD, Lfrfc, *Hgfij&Na^<E2Bfe&&filR5 3:

-?©W* r e tc»?feEIBt±> HBOfeSSiR 0 KJt

*LT, SfflSP (ffigtt) «C5%#tfTV*o
G5, B5fc"3V>Tfc, ^tl^tl, »©&
ftttSrSf&fe©H&©fefiffiHGO. B 0 £ l?0 Cfeti

-pfeS©-??, H7tc^-TfiH|:g r, blltf-jT*
5> iS^fej^N^S^Sfea^STcofl^g r , b

1 KJft-afc^litt, £HR©6ttftpG0. B01CJ±©L

[00 7 0] fiLL©*^, <EK#5—=E— *fcfcl^T
#. st. *o«a«ft:©a-reoft*ft«*, 0 6

3T¥f£U»*fe* (HPS, =ft»).*«ffc*:-rsci:fc

for, co<k?^«*5- ;e-?ic*5V>T

tt, ft. flt. WOttJtWclC^raTSBSbSSft* (BP

S, 3ttR©=ft«) ga' ©ffc:S#£ft&#^-A<y
^©fe (IPS, *ifttaS«*ci:#-e**.
[0 0 7 1] t£ZT\ ±IBLfeSi^K:33V»T«, iE2B

6 tC^f<k 5 * x - y feKHifCfel^T^

(L* a*b*ft3SIUD ffiWIWDa'-b'ftSBUifc*^

18

[0 0 7 2] B8B#, 8. *©*»Jtt»fiDa-rfefco

j5©5S, R0, GO, B0«, 06 fc^LftOtH*
t£, ^©A^-^-^EfcttSft. &. «©&&}£&
( I T U- R 7 0 9 BifcflO ©*-Tfe©fe£&fl! (EP

S, H^©feSffi80 *3*LTV*« ftoT, &.&<D&

10 [0 0 7 3] H8tejS-r*3**S«5^H*WR©&*

/£±5ft*l6T?«4<, *S»6jSN3tp6JB2I« (IPS,

[Q0 7 4]«oT; H8fc3trK:«fc5*i£*fe6ll]tf

aefi© a • - b * &«H*ffli/-»TfiBBftfirt«*iBrr*

[0075] bisk^t, ^©^jg©]i^©5
20 S, R5. G5, B5f±, HgOfiSSiRO, GO.

B 0 i:|B|Cfe*g-e, *K?©fe&ffi«R0, GO, B01C

[0 0 7 6] IPS, 0 8»CfeV»T, <ESfefiffi«R5«
N e. R 0 L T^fflgPlc IrJ^o TJftttt&c

<#tf£i£iSg (EPS, raCftH*#-3fe*MW©W*).±

Sttt, 2BR©fi£*«R0fcJ*8LT, ^2I6P («^
*) ffliltc 5 TV5o <S3®fe*^S G 5 , B5(CO

^fe^N^e»&{g«fe*^ss-j?©sgssa, me
OMlgGO, B01CJ±«LT, mm&MK.5%fatf

a' ^LTl^.
[0 0 7 7] ST,, ^fc, 0 5 fc^-rfe^M«»ffifia
a (x^-^ys 4 2) icfevra, xf?ys 4 ot*i
€Lfe<EB*5—t=*fflfcLT, aOfefflT'feSXYZ

»©^ii^«**-r r ' ,
g*

, b' fc«

40 Scr«fe«>©eXSlH4K«lltB'r«. A«JH
feffl^r*. & W©#S-&«tc^L, ^©^il^-»T-

^l fdfe^jiifelrw e>n sasfefii^7E©iB0feffit c

r* g' b' '\©&e*BB«**»*J:5te ir*.
[0 0 7 8] C-5LT, EfA^-t-^tLTXY
z^p>r' g

* b* ^©feaaftBflflwaitaLfcB, fe^

[0 0 7 9] JX±, 6X»Hft«tiMNI©flmcov^T
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(11) WPBBT 11-41480
20

[0 0 80] 09iiITU-R 7 0 9 £0*, <9,

[0 0 8 1] 4*««lH:l3t^Ttt, tt»bfci:3fc. *

ITU-R 7 0 9 CIQCCIR 7 0 9) S^ft^ffi

l>Tt^o CCT\ ITU-Ri:(i, fl/3^iy-
5/3 >lC|l§^SBIKWftffllB (International Telecomm

un icat ion Un ion) CD C (X Recomendat ion

709 (HDTV <DS«)-Ctt, * (red) , & (green) , #
(blue) ©S«»©arft«)Mffll

E w =0 .24989Er+0 .6980099 E g

[0 0 8 5J-S, x, y, z, X,. Y, Z<DHfl»iS

(4) - (7) ©ct^^nso
[0 0 8 6]

[0082] at, »0*«jttf*<D«-re©fe

[0 0 8 3imtf, Bt LTD 5 0 Cfeiaft 5 0 0 0

*) (OB (white) *r/Hl^fc*&. *OfiSt*aB9
(b) ic«tct3i:W6n«o ftoT, ±te^^-^e
-^fcfctf**. 8, »0«fc«W*OJ±tt, Ew, E

r, Eg, Eb*, -^n^n, W. *, «, *COfefiffi

(3) fc^-rip<ai-cifctf-e#*o

[0 0 8 4]

+0 .0520963 E b (3)

z= 1 -x-y (7)

[0 0 8 7] fi£oT. fi(±Oaatf«*fflV^T, r* ,

g'
. b' *6X, Y. Z^©eS*H«*#«>Sfc.

X -X/ (X+ Y + Z) (4) a (8) (D&oic*

y = Y/ (X + Y + Z) (5) [0 0 8 8]

z = Z/ (X + Y+Z) (6) 20 [S3]
'0.484646 0.349004 0.130240Yrn

|

Y 0.249896 0.698008 0.052096 1 g' (8)

,0.022718 0.116335 0.685932^7

[0 0 8 9] SP%. i£ (8) tiSIKcDA^-^rn^tCfe

l*Sr' ,
g' , b" *»6X, Y, Z^OftSaMBft*

[0 0 9 0] S (8) K:^rfT5U03S»ff5>J**»&

^CirlCfcoT, 5£ (8) i:t±a*©x, Y, Zfre
r' ,

g' . b' ^©fi^H«*#fc*i:, MSB©* 30

(i) oi5tasns 0

[0 0 9 1] EP^s « (1) tt, tuxELfci:fet). SUgl

©A^-t-^ffltLTOX, Y, Z*^e>r' . g' .

b* ^©fe^ga^gLTf^o
[0092] ^d-e, &fc, §||8!©*;7— ^tcfett

**. at, «©#iBfcft:©*r6©ftfttf« *
ROfift&flD fi©fe*flMi:fc:*3i,vr % MS!*

are,

[0 0 9 3] 01 0fill|g©#5—^-^fc&tfS^, 40

«. *©*Sl«f*©*fftRtf&fe©x. y, Y©#«
fc*nfc;WM-«iSt9Ffe3ffllfl*BW©L\ a', b*©

[0 0 9 4] MB©**-*— *fc:fe**S?Js. «. »©
#£ft#©s-rfe&tffife©x. y. yoaitf, ^n

6fc»JfcT*iS«S&3IWtf«*©L*. a*. b'©*ffi

[0 0 9 5] fCf, *2&&miCl3^Tli, ffc. so

fcfet*S<5&fefiffie*:R«>Sfc«>te* 0 l 0 (c^T L

a*. b *©««»;:»1U L*©«*—SIcL'fc*
*, a*, b'^^fflfc^n^ni **>***-}£©«*»

[0 0 9 6] cmaD, H8t^-TJ:3*^^feffiia
&S?S©a'-b*fefiBI±K:fcv-C\ $m&£LNfribffl

[0 0 9 7] BP'S, ±ELfc—ftOflKi: LT 1 . 0 5

£rfflt^5;r £lc£oT, 08fc^Lfe<t3lCs

Nfre©KJ**^SIS©&SEJ&«R0. GO. B0 <££>*>

[0 0 9 8] El 1 ti{g2B*5— *lc:fettS*,

«. «©#^»<0*-rfe&tfSfe©x. y. Y©£M
£*nfc»is-r*iweffi'Ma*jR©L\ a*. b*©

[0 0 9 9] ^C-e. 01 OKf^L'OlS-SCL
fcSS, 01 Otc^-Ta*. b'©#«c±BLfcflaR
1. 0 5*&ti-«£« L\ a*, b '©£««, ^-n^
n> 01 1 ©e{ii3?ij(c^-rft]<{i:*5 0 flt> s&
fc, cneL', a*. b'OSfitC^tSx, y, Y
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(12) WPRM 1-414.80
22

afi^Dx, y, Y-e**o CCD3^. *, S. »<Dx.

y«U .{^*7-^*fc*5#S*, ft. *0*»Jtti*

Y
f0.498991

0.249434

0.019183

0.338202

0.701848

0.105039

fe£Dx, y, Y<D§ffi£3; (4) - (7) r' ,

g'
B b

?

*)>5>X, Y, Z^©^*H«*#B>Si:^
S (9) <D*3fcasn5o
[0 10 1]

0.126824Yr°

(9)0.048718

0.701162

10

V

[0 1 0 2] fPft, a (9) tt<EB*5-*-*fc:fc«'

*r' , g' , b' ^e>X, Y, Z^\<DfiS»IB««ra

[01033* fc. SCO) fc^-TfrWOififfM***)

*CfcfccfcoT\ S (9) tir&<DX, Y, ZfrS
2.621245 -1.204678

-0.936339 1.870108

0.068558 -0.247197

r
f

,
g'

f b* ^\Oft«»H«**a6*t, S (1

o) oiSfcasnso
[0 10 4]

BR53

/

8'

-0.390419YX>

0.039423 Y
1.430979 \ z

-(10)

[0 10 5] IP%, ^ (1 0) (4, 20

^UOX, Y, ZWr' , g' , b' -xOfiaSIBB

[0106] &±(D&?\ci,r, &&mtmmmiamic.
fe^TMu MWmcX, Y, Z.fr&r' . g* , b' ^

[0 10 7] fi£oT, **Sfc0!U;:;&^T«\- m 1 ic^rT

£3lC. XYZ-^r* g* b' ^Mim (Xf7^S 2

0) £LT, W±©*5k:LT*«>6nfc<BB*5-^:
-^fflfcbT<Oft««H«. EP*>, * (1 0).fc^ff
yiJSKtCfc^T. XYZi^r' g' b' so

(X-r^7P
2 3) 0

[0 10 8] C<D*3fc:. iEB*7—=&— ^rfflfcLT*
*6nfcfi^Hfl»zii^TXYZjfr&r' g

f

b'

-xcofe^^^T^ 5 C i: £ <£ 9 * HIB<D*5—

mc&K>mz>rL%T f

, g
*

f b' o^lt.
V-0

v = iS^E)
(^ SL<1

,

i + k

fib. a (1 1) fcfcl^T* lttJfiDy*r*D, 0<fc

[0 112]
QS73
V«Linr fi£L<1.0)

V = 1.0 (1.0£L) (12)

[0 113] B12ttr' g' b
f ^RGBl^jffli^

fclfc^T* r' g* b' -^RGBSMirfr^oT

[0 10 9] X-ry^S 2

titer* g' b' fr&UBS©*^—t-^fcA^^
#ffc, Ji, f©g^fflff RGB §S!LI

^fT&5 Uf7^S 2 2) o

[oiio] m*>. xf7^s 2 0fS6tift
r* ,

g* Sfcteb* <Dffi*Li:*5* (Xry^S 2

4) . *£0Lt0ffl[*M JXi-eftS^Sft^W^-TS (X
T77S2 6) o dCT\ nifta-TS^^Ji: j <D y m
T?*0,'0J;0*#i/^ffi1?ftSo fit, L<Dffi*M <fc

D>hSl^»&fcHu S (1 1) t^tSftBRKiOL
^&V\<D£»*fr£:^ (Xf77P S2 8), LCQffitf

0J5LtO»&k:tt. ^ (1 2) teSr««IH*te«fe0 L

3b^V^\OS»*ffa:5 Wf7/S3 0) o

[0 111]
»63

fiUi =
j
r >0) (11)

nmMtvftm^TTxLtctf^yv&Zo mi 2te&^
T, (b) a (a) CD (L, V) = (0, 0. 0 3) ifi

[oi 14] bi 2&c*5^r, sa*-e^*nfca«c o

(2) fc^-ra»H»fc:j:oTf»6n*«»»e*aL

R#ttKitt.-a (id, (i



(13) WBB¥ 11-41480
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t^*o a*> 01 2tc^^rci. a (2) f (id,
(12) KfettS yOffi* r3j

, S (1 1) fcfettS

kcoffi* ro. u,a(ii) jcfettsjofii*

TO. 0 3J fcLT^5o
[0 115] ea£»c43C^Ttt. 01 2lCfc^T, -SBfre

•& (L<0) tt. -T^T, VOfili:LT0fc:a«*n

l^Tte, r' g' b' ->RGBa8M!Ba*ffftofelS 10

[0 116] CttlcfcfU **M0Jfc*3^Tt±, ««T
j^StifcfflBC l#*f«fc3fc:* L©«tf-ktt±Ti.
*iSOi^ (-k^L<i) fct. V£>fiI£:LT0tX±

j

(-k^L<0) tt±IBIBH (~k^L<i) rtT&*
<DT\ ±fEfei§Eg aCD£Uc£3feTt>, LO<g£LT-
k«±0*«O«5a (-k^L<0) fcASfeOSKHi:

[0 117] ft*5, tt&Lfc.fc'Sfc:. feJSg a(OWc$ 20

©^fcfcSfeOWiHco^Tfi, r' , g* , b' (DM

imftt>0frZ 1 <D«HrtfcA5 (0<L<1) <DT%

tofeo^fco^TfcWS^fottSC £#&v\>

[0 118] CO^-Mc. L©iltf-ktt±tM
*?So®5H (-k^L<i) fcfcs^&fc*.

IC^T*?^ *©L<Z>fflKd\ LO^&BigtfC^oTV
<DttfcS**tl*fc«K ^SSHTtefflllC 1 (±H 1 2

[0 119] ftfc. L©«tf-k*9/hS^»^ (L<
-k) ado ^<dl

[0 1 2 0] — LCOfil^ i fit±"C 1 ( i

£L<1) tt, VO«tLTjfiU:l*WOIiK:a»*
n§o co^t, Ltoffia. 5S (12) ic^-r^s^
ti£*H:i3»«S (2) i:Hi;L<Dl/y*<Z>l§ft. BP

T, V<DfflKcg*£ft*fc», ±fEiEBT&ft*gC 1 It 40

[0 12 1]*J3. L<Dffi#l£t±G>»& USD
Mt. j£ (1 2) tOLO«tt,
!S£*0»&i:n«fc. V©tt£LTlfc:***ft*ili:

[0 12 2] ST, tU:<D£-5lcLT, Xfy/S 2 8

SfcttS 3 Otc^Sl^Ts VOitfSBnftS, *

g' . b' fc»j£*-£T. R, GSftttBk6< (Xf

24

[0 1 2 3] ftoT. ttl^r' g' b' -»RGB«»

tl^tl, r' ttRfc. g* teGlC, b* &BIC.

na«**iao.
CO 1 2 4] Hi 3ttttWl0^lttiSK:j:t)Tft

tiHHW8o 01 3tt, 04 i:^*!^ 3 3fc7c©fe

ffllH**-S03FffitciJ|gLT^L//fct>0-e«So 0 1

co^^-t-^tc^tt^lS. «. WC0^)ttttCctoT

J;oTSILf§eiSga' «*LTV^* 0

[0 12 5] **«Sff!lOfeSJft^iSte43V^Tfi. 0 1 1£

SfXYZ->r' g' b' &t&$m\z3slf%XTv7S
2 3tO«yiRtfr ' g" b' -»R G BlKftflElSllCfettS

Xf^^SSO^ltciot, 0 1 3ic*vr<i;-5te.

^S#^-^~#tc:fctf£fe«g a* 04ncfc3fet±.

f^T, ^IR©*^—*r:*fc:43W-£&«g a©3^

n§ 0 BP*. ffilAtf. feilga* OS^JBtefflB-rSft

fc*. 01 31C431^T^91E ncT^-Tcfc^tC, ^ffiS

[0 12 6] fct, HIKOA^-t-^fcfe^Sftid

§6J^ga' O^fc&Sfe (fip-fev 01 3tc^V^T, m
HBJC«fe5S*l8li:T^brc««QArtpe) tcov^Tti.

±IBUfe«HIK:J:oT, XHtfiMtA 1

ti^fcfe, ««QArt<Ofttt^6»OTO^»7JffifcJ:
oT«flffSti*ci:Ji:ft*o

[0 12 7] 01 4ti^2^t*7-^7fO^M

T 5 ftfiJcSSSnSM/^f x - y filit'S
§0 01 4tC^5l^T. ^*h;l/(D]fti»tt, 0 3JC^L

[0 12 8] <E«*5-^->ffli:LTlWiJbfeeK«
BB«fc*T3^T, ^*6tifcillftfflXYZ*aSfflfll«

7*8RGBtS»U tOS»US6nftRGB

»<D#«jef* ot^; I TU-R 7 0 9^^)
tfi<?)MlS^<ftR0, GO, B0't*5O
T% 014^^fffl<, ftfitit^TRO, GO, B0
*H^i:-r§Hft^ (EP13. 6«ga) <D*lC^W&tl
So

[0 12 9] llT\ 0 1 4tCOl/^T^WLT^4i: N
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^rrqi*.[R]V^Tt^s^^h;i/«#aEL4i/>o IP^ en

nS£i:***LT*3!), fe«g aOrtfcfcSA^Ncfc

[0 13 0] Site,- g" a* Kffla-r*fB«T

fc^VTfe, &CDm?tf&&ZftT^2>Ct%:m&l>T

CO 1 3 1] ££oT, 4*WOTOft«IIOfffifc:*ntf,

CO 1 3 2] nifs Ml 3teB8oT«BB*J»frJ«

(o^ca&sfitpsprfe, mi 3ic*5^t, wc&ict^ 20

r' g' b* iSMc^tt^Xf^/S 2 3oiaia
Xfr

9 g' b' ^RGB»atcW§XT7yS2

a<05^ !«8fcJ:*«IBfc:T*LfeaUWH*A2fc:«-

feci. Bl 3^t*8JE 2i:tSt*5li:,

A 2 ©BflJHfcSHftsn* c fc-**o

CO 1 3 3] ft^T* ^BI(D*5—t-^jc43ttSfe«
gaOrtlc*5fi-if*9Tfc, ««P ArtO&teo^T 30

H\ ±IBLfc»»*:*oT, S*«*A 2fc«*£ft*

C T\ A 2 fttfttiffWW P A rtfc»*feoie«5t

CO 1 3 4] l CT% *fca?««P AO«w 1 ttLOfii

w 2 V?Mf^ LTH/c^^tu^b/c j tu^f/Sf

Sfc. fei^g a CO—momith^tcltV (DmtLrM.it

kcofit^: TO. 1_K j<D**ro. 03J
fcl«£LTV>6©T* A 2 (Dijgw 2 &3&jgsws

PAOlwliDSKioTl^o corc^
PArtteaSSfett, r' g' b' ->RGBSSMQa»C±

«^«PA*Dfe«0*V^«1H«A2JC, JE

WLTWL&isnscifctefcSo entefctu Tt^feise

ga««oftftlfc r' g' b* ->RGB£»«H1
V=t0 (L<-k)

y= L^k1 j
(
.ksL<0.o;

1 + J

26

m£oT, S*««A2J;Oa3!)^<:i|BO/2;v^Jil««A

co i 3 5] &*5. 0 1 3\c^r. ±is«ffl i««p A

«*^©««t**©t, *Rtett#ftLft^&<D«
KltftSo ftoT, Asy±IK««ah:«feo
t*»*ns5fe©««teafea^«e l* v ^ c t te& § 0

CO 13 6] ST. fil±8«JLfcJ;3fc:. :*3SSHWfc«fc

tltf, JBJfe«T*SXYZtLT,.*l»0*9-t-^

^ fe^^-^-^^^tt^^ »,

<J:oTlffflL4§Sfe«g a' <D4nc&£felCO^T&.
r' ,

g* , b* (DUtLX, ^nt. 0^5lOlBH
rtJcASOT, »a©r* g' b* ->RGB&mnmc
fcl^Tv ^-OfeOffl^tCOV^TttfllSisb^JbtlS C t it

4t\ iE«*-7—^-^rfci3ttSfe«g a*

tC&&felCOV^T. r' , b' ,
g' ©Mn^Ol^O

«fcD'Jv£VMitt«:4ofcfcLTt> (L<0) . *<Dffi#-

kiX±T&nfcf (L>-k) . R, G, BcDffili; LT 0

tt±j*»o«fcffi»ins co<v<j) <dt\ mm
^7^-^-^lc*5tt^fel|Eg a' 0^85ftt?t,
r' f b* , g

f *4:LT-kfit±0*»©|gH (- k

SL<0) fcASfeOSP^cov^TttllMBft^tonsc

CO 1 3 7] fi!^T. WlTL, nm<D±l^—'e-2lCt3lj'

CO 1 38] tCZT\ ±ieb/c^ffiWc*5V^T^,
r* g

f

b
f -RGBSSMEiaicfeltSXxy^S 2 6

^C^V>T, L COffi^ i «±T*S^S^<DW^* Lfc)^

LO«*M ^D/^SV^^C^, -SC (1 1) ICtfT

2 8) , LCDffltf i W±0*-&^tt, SC-Cl 2) tC^t*

Lfr5V^NOiE»*ffftoTV^ (X^
y^S 3 0) o L*>U (1 1) , (12) fozfcrm

mm<DKt>Qic.. (i 4) tc^-r^^*
ffi»H«*fliv^*J:5tebTfefiV %

«>

CO 1 3 9]

D»8]

(13)
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[0 14 0]

v „ 9,033L + j

1 + j

B&9]
(0.0 <SL< 0.008856)

v= U^-0.16 + j (0>008856 ^ L<10)
1 + j

-(14)

V-1.0 (1.0 SL)

[O141]015(ir' g' b* ->RGBSES6ffl.Sfc:

7t?a&* 0 01 5fcl*S^T. (b) It (a) CO (L,

Y) = (0, 0. 0 5) 2«©»»*a*LTSl/tett 10

[0 1 4 2] 01 StC&l^T, i|3IST?^*nfeft«C 2-

LT*J9, UttWfcMU S(15) fc^T«»H»fc*

[0 14 3]

DRio]
v = o

V = 9.03L

V = 1.16L1/T -0.I6

V = 1.0

(LsSO.O)

(0.0 <L<; 0.008856)

(0.008856 < L£ 1.0)

(1.0 <L)

"(15)

[o 1 4 43 a (i s) ic^tmmmmt. ratfie*©

ffl»BB»T**SC (2) fc^-r«J»H»4:ttll*0^ 0

<L<0. 0 0 8 8 5 6<D«5HT% L <9—3fcBffift &

[0 14 5] —75", 0 1 5m*5l^T\ ^ai^snfti

a. s (i 3) , (14) c^Mia^rff)

S (1 3) - (-1 5) KSottZyCym.*: T3J , S (1

3) lClolfZ>k(Dm%: ro. U , S (1 3) , (1

4) fcfctfS j ©fifr&fcS' To. 0 5J fcLT^&o
[0 14 6] fi£*fc:*5l^Ti±, 0 1 5lc*5^T H H*gT*

m& cl<o) -t^t, vofflfcLTOJcasisti

[0 14 7] CtUCfcfU S (13) , (14) 'iCy^t

3^Sr<t3n:, LOffitf OcfeD/J^V^-gr (L<0) 40

-kJ&Lb-C&ntf (LS-k) . V^ffi^LTO
w±j/ ci + j) *jsioffitea*sn* 0 fet, ±
Kfe«g aO»li:»8feT*t, LOffifcLT-k£t±0
5^<DfEB (-k^L<0) fcASfeO^te-^Ttt

[0 14 8] L<D«#-kJK±0*»©ttH (-

k^L<0) S (13) fc^-TASte.

L <DfiIte L (O—^BBfttc J: oT V ©filter** ti*
/c&>, *tD«5HT?ttffi*6'C 3 UB 1 5 tc^t*<fc "5 tcittig

£&£ 0 fct, setotemvit. $mm<DL<Dmtgjgi so

[0 14 9] &*5. L©«#-k'«fc!M^V>*^ (L<
-k) KM\ S (13) ^6feW5ft^«fe5^ -f CD'L-

[0 15 0] —7fr - LOffltf 0W±7?l*StO»& (0

£ L < 1 > tt. VOfflt LT j / ( 1 + j ) W±T 1 *
«<D«te£»Sft£o CtOi:t v L©ttf0. 00 8 8

5 6 ^^fetiit l cDfflti l (D—^xmrnc ± r v to

ffifc:2»SnS*V 0. 008 8 566U:1?$Wt L

0«UL0 1/y*0||fc BP^s ±IS^^-^-^CD
y #14tc/S CfcMStt: * o T V (Dttfcigft* tlS fc#K

±EKH7?tti«C3ttHl 5"fcS'rJ:5a*-^*«

[0 15 1] LOffflKlOl^-dSDIi:.
(1 4) A^t>W53E)^&«J:5tc, *<DL©ffiWU

[0 15 2] OUKD&vlC^ S (13) , (14) fc;^

n . (12) fc^-j-ft»iHR*«t^ft«^fcn*aa

[0 15 3] Sfc. ±ELft«l«IC»^ttt, ^77-

COR G Bfe«^fc£»LT*5—

[0 15 4] LfrU #5—=E—*flJ<ORGBftfI^*
* 9- fflBOfflOCMYK LTfflRW«tC#
*fctK **W±. #5—^^JBORGBfefl^fcX

srgb^&aoe«-e*§ x y z £ L

[0 15 5] BP'S. gl^f'y/S 2 2

effftofcr' g
f f -RGBsaifiBifcttaaoajft

#UlT*;&£RGB->r' g' b' £WBS«fr*ofc
HlOXfy^S 2 0T^f&^fcXYZ-*r* g

'

b' Sift^2:tt'%OS««ra-p««r v

g' b' ->x

y za«8H«ffa 3 cfc o fcrntfat^o

C0 15 6]ftfe. r' g' b' -^RGB^ffllt
tt, L^6V\<0a»*Rft^Tl/^c3b^ R G r

'

g' b' Sftffla^fil/^Ttt. ±IBi:(iieov^P)L-N

OS8l*ffft5ilkJca* D llT% r' g' b' ->R
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htf LOffifi—*«JCi**S©^ R G B-> r * g'

[0 15 7]-^ XYZ->r' g- b' XA&HttzC 10

(1 0) fcS-rfr5«*»fc«toTfT*oTV^fc3b^ r'

g' b- ->XYZ«»»aMU S(10) fcttifio*

(9) fc^frW8tJ(fc*.oTffa5ci:W-t?#*o
[0 15 8] lift, ±ELfe*«t«l*c43V^Ttt, fe^&

[0 1 5 9] B 1 6«B 1 fc5S'Tfe«»7£i£«!e&r*

^T7nyjrB ,P6So HI 6 Ic^Tfe^SSii, ± 20

£ bT, CPU20. ^U30, I/0^>?7x-
X40, f^X^^>^7x-X5 0^T*5t},

[0 160] Sft, I /0^^7x-X4 0fC&. V
^X7 0, +-t^F8 0, ^77-^9 0,

7— F 1 3 OtffflttSttTfcD, V)X7 0, *
— F8 0*^&A**ftfe*^i*M**C PU2 01c

e^fto, s^/aw^**^--*-.*^ otc^fto,
*yh7-**-Fl 3 0 fcOBBTfflffiT*—£©^93*

F7-^IhHS1 4 0^/rLT, -9-—/51 50*

[0 16 1] $ft. -rVX* - ^f>^7x-X5 OtC

tt, A-Ff^X^F7>f7l0 0., CD-ROMF7
^^1 10, 7P7t!f>f^F7^1 2 0**«*
tlT&O, A-FfVX^ F5-T71 0 OftO^-Fx
^X^tcWUx—^^^S^^fr^^fcO. C D-
ROMF7^7l l-0^»AS*lfeCD-ROM«t0y

F^>f7l 2 0&c»A2nft!7n*y tf^Vx^ 12 51:

[0 16 2] $ft. C PU 2 0M\ 3 0\cm?L<E>

tifcnvtf^-^yn^A^seoriSf^L, XYZ^
r' g' b' Safc»«»2 2*r' g' b* ->RGB^ '

SMM»2 4i:LT«l6-r*o £CT\ XYZ^r'
g' b' ffiW09ffi2 2(2* Hlfc/fNLftXYZ
->r' g' b' SiKH (Xt-^7p S2 0) «SfrU
3: ft. r

1

g* b* ->RGB£Jft*aS»2 4H\
HliC^bftr' g' b' ^RGB^MII (Xf7 7p

so

30

S 2 2) **fT**o ft*. fe^&ir^£$JfeMT&£
XYZOf-^(ifif)A-Ff^X^ K5>f 71 00ft
©m— Fx^X*lciB*£ftT*5D> LfDA-Ff^X

TfclX C(DU-w^ 1 5 0**&*y FT7— ^HUIRl 4

0, *7F7^*-F1 3 0*^LT«»Sh5o *
ft, «ua*K:#6nfc7?-*tt^ :e |j 3 o^±ib^-f

fc*iSflifl^T*5RGB©Tf— ±12^- Fr>f

ft. #^-^£9 OtfjtfftfcbTl^S*^---^-^^

*n?**RGB*#5— £9 0lC-^;LT. -t—£U
>?bTfcfit\>

[0163] £ft, CPU2 OtCX Y Z->r ' g' b'

K«ffla»2 2*f>r' g' b' ->RGB«SMB3»2 4

£bTtSt&2#&nyi^-£;/n^A&. gj&fttc

CD-ROMl 1 S^n^rVX^ 1 2 5fc:fBS2

ntl^o £P"£, ±fSbft3>tf^-^^n^ACiC
D-ROM 1 1 S-^n^tfrVx^ 1 2 5*&C D —
ROMF^^l l O^n^y tfrVX^ F^>f7i 2

0te<fcoTtt#K6n, #J*fcf. -Ia^Ft^X^ F

*y 3 oiciEassnSo
[0 16 4] ftJ3, ±IBbftn>tf^—^n^A*
Efi.-rSfca&Ot3«afti:LTtt. CD-ROMl 1 5

^707^X^1 2 5*;^Ff>rX^fla, itat

tf-rX^, fi&«7^-7, I C*-F, ROM*— hi;

-yv7

, F, rt^ti, ;^n-F62®Rf^tf

[0 16 5] £ft, ±fBbft3>tfi-^7pD^7Ai:
LT, B95£b;fc«fc3fc:CD-ROMl 1 5*7Dylfr
^x^i2 sfciBSsnrt^fcfeOJ&^^&u 3 otc(giM

O^7h7-^H1I14 0, *y>7-^A-Fl3

UwM SO^n^erL-^^u^ASI^

- 5 ±)\>T&7& t * 9 bT fea

[0 16 6] ST, W±OKratCfeV^Ttt, H 1 IC^T

-C**RGB^O^»*ffa3«^k, HlOfefflft

£ affioftsswrate cfc o Tjfi^fflfl^-ea&s rgb*

v^T^n^n^bfto h 1 ©fe^Sttrft.
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BfeflMt) ^WfiU/BM^T&SCMYK (BP'S. CM

sot, Hioea*^rffi^<feoT#6nfe^ffl«^

g/TNfflff^§R G B £1^&X.£C fc**T#*o

[0167101 60fifflft»«fc<koT#6*lfc«a*

fflMTfe^R G B^6WWJ/Bffi*re*£ CMY K'mD 10

fiSSKi, Hi 7fcSVr*3^*««fc«fc^TfT4*>

[0 1 6 8] 0 1 7fi*»IB<Dffi(DllSIH«fcLTftaSl.

««*^-r^n^^Ht?*So hi 7^^-r £t5^, *

—771/ 1 7 0 fcfi£SUB*ilHIslB 1 8 0 t*ffi?LT^

[0 1 6 9] Bl 7 ^^Tfe^^B 1 6 0 tc N H 1 6

(Dft£»K»c<fcoT»&n;fcS^/B^T&SR G B

3^A*Sti*i:, fe^««SlHlKl 8 0B, A^l^n 20

70m ^«ffl«niHiBSi8o*6A*snfcRG
b offiofi'&^^'rr Fi^xrtK*»*ftT^s c m
YKoffi*K*aib"r.'fe*«iffl*iHiiHi».i 8 ofcm*

[0 17 0] — fe^S^Bl 6'0fcA*ShfcRG 30

B ©lOffi^Miffl^7 ^77 1 7 0

ftffl;I/y>r7^f-7*l 7 OICSSW-ST* Fl^XCDfil

LT#ar§ R G B©«©fi&-&<D5 A^Sn/c

g&fll/l-y^Ty7
px->r;M 7 0tcA**r^ o ftffift

ffl;l/y*7'^r-7;M 7 0Wi. &X3Kffl*IHlBlE&

1 8 Ofr&'AAStlftR'G BOi©#a^tOSRt«ft
flDTKPXfr6, S^O^UCtellfcSftT^SCMYK©
«**n^?tlK*a bT. ^St^MMglES 1 8 0 icW 40

^*»tlHIS(& 1 8 0tt. tt*W«ftfeWR
<OCMYKO«*fflV^TliWI»II*fT*oT,

1 6 0JcA**nfeRGBtc:»l£-rSC-MYK*m*

[0 17 1] H18SB1 7©&g«ffl;l/*y^7'y^fL

—^;Wc*5-tt*T FUX<DfiI£ LTSfttSRGBOfi
(DM^t^ftZT KUXrtfc*S»*nTl^* CMYK

«ffi;V^*7y^f-y;V 17 0^ fe^fflMHIeJSS

18 0*&RGBO«©a^J:lT (R.'G, B)= 50

32

(0, 0, 8) fttArtstifcfc-rsfc. ^ona^ozs
T7FUXrtfcttjW**lT^*CMYKOffitt. Hi 8

iZTjk-r&vlC, (C, M, Y, K) = (Cz.-Mz,

Yz, Kz) T&S<DT\ C©ffl#fe£*fflffMlHl»l 8

oj;:iH**n«o fc*. hi sic^&oic fe^siffl

;W*7y^f-7;Vl 7 0©£T<DT Fl'Xrtfcttafc

fCMY K tDffitft&JSfc« tlT So

[0 1 7 2] ST, *HftflWc:fe^Ttt, H 1 6 fc^T
r ' g ' b ' ->R G BSftjEOaffi 2 4 left

^TfT*fe*lTV>« r ' g' b' ->RGB«IMOatf,
ffHAtf, H 1 2 te*-r«»»ttteiirJ

<

R, G, BOfiftl^OfifcLT j *-St?RG BOffi

;H 7 omftttSTFPXflDfifcbTSft-rSA^t.
feg«/S/W*:^7x— 7 0*«jac-rs«fe5tc:

fSo
[0 17 3] ^ j =8kKte'rst. R,

G, B-O^n^OfflfcLTSS-a-trRGBOttOjlB^*
ftgSWM/y^Ty:^- 7/1/1 7 0»c43tt*rK

UXcDfili:LT#ft-rSJ:^tc. ^7"y ^
7^-771/ 1 7 O^Sflct^o h 1 sfc^-rwwi* r F

UXOmtlsTs (R. G, B) = (0. 0. 8) .

(R, G, B) = (0, 8, 0) , (R, G, B) =

(8, 0, 0) , (R, G, B) = (0, 8. 8) .

(R, G, B) = (8, 0, 8) , (R, G, B) =

(8, 8, 0) , (R, G, B) = (8, 8, 8) ,
-

ft if. R. G t BO<Bfn*©ffifcbT8**&tfRGB<D
mcDM^tf&teisT^&cDT^ ssic misled

[0 17 4] fifoT, t9aLfc*5fC OMMmfovt
77^r-^l 7 OO^TOTKUXrttcttjgS'rCM

7— 771/ 1 7 0*±iELfc*3fc:«l«^SCfclc«fco

T, R, G, BOfirtX^OffifcLTJ *-&tPRGBOfil

cDffl^cO^^, 7Fl^XOffifcLT#ft^£fe<DteO
I^TW\ &?\ fniilMtS CMY K£DltfM^ffi
;^^77^f-7;H 7 0rtte*#-r*ctic4:*o

[0 17 5] r- g' b' *6RGB^<0S«"ett, H
1 2^'ra» !lttt*^W-6^a:<t5^ R, GSfe«
B=j (IP'S, V=j) Ob9»Jc43V^T,

±<I4^Tt>5o S£oT. RGBWCMYK^i
r*«^t>. r, c*fe»B = j) -oiwafcfei/^T. s
Sioffiiqjft^aasctKaSo c<Drc^ j*-&org

TSCMYKCOffl (fiP%. *»tCJ:t>T#6naCMY

[0 17 6] j «:#trR G-BO«Offl'&*W. ±

ffi k LT#ffi-£?\ c o R G B <Dm<Dm&t\cii!i>t'Z>
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cmyk (omftmmmfrvtrv not
L%^t><D£fcfe?2> j «r#CyR G B©1©«

^-£#fe^gl&B 1 6 0 KXtS^tlfcm^lt. C©R G

B ©ffi©ffl-&-fr(C34V">ffl-&-£KOV^T, ^ft^ft, WIS

T&CMYK©ffi#}ggU Miffl;i' ,yi'7-y7pf-7

£51^ j RGB OffitDS-^-artifiV^-g-yrC-D

VTtt, fnftl, mi-§CMYK(Dffl|B|±{i*Htg|

ttra»»tc«fe^Tfi, j £-&t?R G B©fi©»&,tHco
V>T©iE Ll^C M Y KCMfSc t #t?#£V\,

[0177] cntC^L, *JI»J©<t3t, j%#t?
RGB (DmoM-er&tf'P* < £ fcfeSgSfflA-

f-7;V 1 7 OOT KUXOii:LT#SU C©RG
B <Dm<Dm&*tK.ttfct5 CMYK ©fiitffegg|fl§/b -y

tea. j *^tfr g B^mcom^t^mmmm i 6 o

RGB ©#©»&•£fc*tJSf3 CMYK ©ffitffe^gSJS

frvtTv77—-7A'\ 7 0fre,i»tB?nTHi^sn
3fcJ6, j £#trR G BOfflCDffl-&-y:lcov^cDIELV\

[0 17 8] £CZT\ iSEbfcSIWett,

ffe£&£BKfeW-« r ' g' b' -»RG BggWaHtf
0 l 2 fc3**-a»«rttK:*"3< tOlf**«^*«i: L
TSW3Lfc*>\ 01 5C^-r^SM*l4K:S-^<
5#&{cti, R, G, BOMnfr©iJ:LT j/ (1 4-

j ) *3*rR G BOt©i^\ 4>&< fe^Sl so

ffl^^i'Z'J'yf-^/H 7 0tCi3ttST Fl'XOfifit

7 0*«lJ«-r*J:5fc"r*.

[0 17 9] £*3> *«ratt±IBLfe*»«H?^ai0B»
testis «>©-?«£<, *oy&g&>&Bii,ii:^wmic

[oi8o] ep^, ±mi>rcmm&iiz33^Tit. m&m
tl,TXY ZZm^ZZoteVfctiK XYZ©ftfc>t)

[0 1 8 1] Sfc, JJELttXfflltctS^T. r' g'

b ->r g BSgttaatfB i 2 ic*rfflftw«teatt3<

t>(or*&%m&te. l©<s*<- k«±T? i *«©ieh
(-k<L<l) tefcfT, tlfc, H15t^-rSSI#

L©ffi#-kfcLL0;fc«©lEB (-

k^L<0) Kfc^T, Ztl^tl, LO—5fcBWRteJ:o

34

[0 1 8 2] ±EL;fe*H0ltefcl^Ttt, S^ffl

I§T-$5 RGB^ 5*t^ i: *$rffl

VTWctf, #5—t-*f::Pg££*l£t>©

[0ffi©ffl¥£SiHJl]

[0 1 ] *Kw<D-mmmt LTofisat^ojMw

[02] saBo^^-ti^m^n**. *. wo

x-yfefi^T&So
[03] H2K^-r*5-/*y^©#ftS«t!yE©fi£»

7?iitc«fc t>*9— ^icfeV^TH©*^ &£stclSSi£

tl5fr*St x - y fe&0T?;fc£o
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* NOTICES*
Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any damages caused by the use of this

translation.

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2 **** shOWs the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim l] While displaying a color by carrying out color mixture in the amount

of mixing according to the signal strength of the signal for a display into which

the additive primaries which have a specific chromaticity coordinate

respectively are inputted respectively corresponding to these additive

primaries As signal strength of said signal for a display, the value of

predetermined convention within the limits can be taken. In order to acquire

said signal for a display which should be inputted into said color display device

from a colorimetry value about the color display device which can take the

value of reproducible within the limits [ predetermined ] as said amount of

mixing according to said signal strength The process which is the color

conversion approach of changing said colorimetry value into said signal for a

display, and changes the (a) aforementioned colorimetry value into each

amount of mixing of said additive primaries based on predetermined conversion

relation, (b) The process which changes into the signal strength of said signal

for a display corresponding to said additive primaries each amount of mixing of

said additive primaries changed and obtained for said every additive primaries,

respectively, At a preparation and said process (a), as said conversion relation,

the inside of said additive primaries, The virtual color display device which is

the same hue as said specific chromaticity coordinate about the chromaticity

coordinate of at least one 1st specification primary color, and changes and

changes from said specific chromaticity coordinate to a virtual chromaticity

coordinate with high saturation is assumed. Color mixture is carried out in

each amount of mixing of said additive primaries obtained when a certain

colorimetry value is changed. When a color is displayed in said virtual color

display device, while using the conversion relation from a colorimetry value

from which the colorimetry value of this displayed color turns into the same

value as said original colorimetry value to each amount of mixing of additive

primaries At said process (b), about at least one 2nd specification primary color,

among said additive primaries When the amount of mixing of said 2nd

specification primary color changed and obtained according to said process (a)
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is the value of within the limits reproducible [ said ], as signal strength of said

signal for a display It changes into the value of conversion within the limits of

** the 1st beforehand set as said convention within the limits. In being a value

with the amount of mixing of said 2nd specification primary color changed and

obtained according to said process (a) out of range possible [ said reappearance ]

and being the value of predetermined relief within the limits set up beforehand

The color conversion approach characterized by changing into the value of

conversion within the limits of ** the remaining 2nd other than said 1st

conversion range of said convention within the limits as signal strength of said

signal for a display.

[Claim 2] The color conversion approach characterized by taking on the straight

line which passes along the chromaticity point expressed as an achromatic color

point by said specific chromaticity coordinate of said 1st specification primary

color on the chromaticity diagram of uniform-color-space system of coordinates

in said virtual chromaticity coordinate in the color conversion approach

according to claim 1.

[Claim 3] The color conversion approach characterized by setting up each

virtual chromaticity coordinate so that the saturation in each virtual

chromaticity coordinate may become high by the ratio more nearly same than

said each specific chromaticity coordinate, while changing the chromaticity

coordinate of each 1st specification primary color into a virtual chromaticity

coordinate in the color conversion approach according to claim 1 or 2,

respectively by making said all additive primaries into said 1st specification

primary color.

[Claim 4] Said rate of the 2nd conversion range of on the color conversion

approach of one publication of the arbitration of claim 1 thru/or the claims 3

and as opposed to said convention range is the color conversion approach

characterized by being smaller than the rate of said relief range to said

reproducible range.

[Claim 5] In the color conversion approach of one publication of the arbitration

of claim 1 thru/or the claims 4 said process (b) It faces changing into the signal

strength of said signal for a display corresponding to these additive primaries

the amount of mixing of said additive primaries changed and obtained

according to said process (a). While changing using the predetermined

transform function showing the conversion relation of said amount of mixing

and said signal strength, about said 2nd specification primary color The color

conversion approach characterized by using a different transform function as

said transform function by the case where they are the case where the amount

of mixing of said 2nd specification primary color changed and obtained

according to said process (a) is the value of within the limits reproducible

[ said ], and the value of said relief within the limits.
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[Claim 6] While displaying a color by carrying out color mixture in the amount

of mixing according to the signal strength of the signal for. a display into which

the additive primaries which have a specific chromaticity coordinate

respectively are inputted respectively corresponding to these additive

primaries As signal strength of said signal for a display, the value of

predetermined convention within the limits can be taken. About the color

display device which can take the value of reproducible within the limits

[ predetermined ] as said amount of mixing according to said signal strength It

is the color conversion approach of changing into a colorimetry value said signal

for a display which should be inputted into this color display device. (A) The

process which changes the signal strength of said signal for a display

corresponding to said additive primaries into each amount of mixing of said

additive primaries for said every additive primaries, respectively, (B) It has the

process which changes into said colorimetry value each amount of mixing of

said additive primaries changed and obtained based on predetermined

conversion relation. At said process (A) About at least one 1st specification

primary color, among said additive primaries When the signal strength of said

signal for a display corresponding to this 1st specification primary color is the

value of conversion within the limits of** the 1st beforehand set as said

convention within the limits, as an amount of mixing of said 1st specification

primary color Change into the value of within the limits reproducible [ said ],

and the signal strength of said signal for a display corresponding to said 1st

specification primary color When it is the value of conversion within the limits

of ** the remaining 2nd other than said 1st conversion range of said convention

within the limits, as an amount of mixing of said 1st specification primary color

While being the value out of range in which said reappearance is possible and

changing into the value of predetermined relief within the limits set up

beforehand, at said process (B) As said conversion relation, the chromaticity

coordinate of at least one 2nd specification primary color among said additive

primaries Color mixture is carried out supposing the virtual color display

device which is the same hue as said specific chromaticity coordinate, and

changes and changes from said specific chromaticity coordinate to a virtual

chromaticity coordinate with high saturation in each amount of mixing of said

additive primaries obtained when a certain colorimetry value is changed. The

conversion relation from a colorimetry value from which the colorimetry value

of this displayed color turns into the same value as said original colorimetry

value when a color is displayed in said virtual color display device to each

amount of mixing of additive primaries is the color conversion approach

characterized by using reverse conversion relation.

[Claim 7] While displaying a color by carrying out color mixture in the amount

of mixing according to the signal strength of the signal for a display into which
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the additive primaries which have a specific chromaticity coordinate

respectively are inputted respectively corresponding to these additive

primaries As signal strength of said signal for a display, the value of

predetermined convention within the limits can be taken. In order to acquire

said signal for a display which should be inputted into said color display device

from a colorimetry value about the color display device which can take the

value of reproducible within the limits [ predetermined ] as said amount of

mixing according to said signal strength The 1st conversion means which is the

color inverter which changes said colorimetry value into said signal for a

display, and changes said colorimetry value into each amount of mixing of said

additive primaries based oil predetermined conversion relation, The 2nd

conversion means which changes into the signal strength of said signal for a

display corresponding to said additive primaries each amount of mixing of said

additive primaries changed and obtained for said every additive primaries,

respectively, A preparation and said 1st conversion means as said conversion

relation The inside of said additive primaries, The virtual color display device

which is the same hue as said specific chromaticity coordinate about the

chromaticity coordinate of at least one 1st specification primary color, and

changes and changes from said specific chromaticity coordinate to a virtual

chromaticity coordinate with high saturation is assumed. Color mixture is

carried out in each amount of mixing of said additive primaries obtained when

a certain colorimetry value is changed. When a color is displayed in said virtual

color display device, while using the conversion relation from a colorimetry

value from which the colorimetry value of this displayed color turns into the

same value as said original colorimetry value to each amount of mixing of

additive primaries Said 2nd conversion means about at least one 2nd

specification primary color, among said additive primaries When the amount of

mixing of said 2nd specification primary color changed and obtained by said 1st

conversion means is the value of within the limits reproducible [ said ], as

signal strength of said signal for a display It changes into the value of

conversion within the limits of ** the 1st beforehand set as said convention

within the limits. In being a value with the amount of mixing of said 2nd

specification primary color changed and obtained by said 1st conversion means

out of range possible [ said reappearance ] and being the value of

predetermined relief within the limits set up beforehand The color inverter

characterized by changing into the value of conversion within the limits of **

the remaining 2nd other than said 1st conversion range of said convention

within the limits as signal strength of said signal for a display.

[Claim 8] The signal strength of said signal for a display corresponding to said

additive primaries which were equipped with the look-up table which consists

of a representation point for color conversion, and were changed and obtained
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by the color inverter according to claim 7, respectively It is the color inverter

changed into the value of a predetermined color coordinate system using the

interpolation operation based on the representation point and point of said

look-up table for color conversion. Said look-up table for color conversion The

inside of the combination of the value of the signal strength of said signal for a

display respectively corresponding to said additive primaries changed and

obtained, The specific combination which includes the boundary value located

in the boundary of said 1st conversion range and said 2nd conversion range as a

value of the signal strength of said signal for a display which corresponds for

any of said 2nd specification primary color being The color inverter

characterized by storing the value of said color coordinate system which

changes said specific combination into the address with which it is expressed

with said specific combination, and is acquired at least while having as a value

of the address of said look-up table for color conversion.

[Claim 9] While displaying a color by carrying out color mixture in the amount

of mixing according to the signal strength of the signal for a display into which

the additive primaries which have a specific chromaticity coordinate

respectively are inputted respectively corresponding to these additive

primaries As signal strength of said signal for a display, the value of

predetermined convention within the limits can be taken. In order to acquire

said signal for a display which should be inputted into said color display device

from a colorimetry value about the color display device which can take the

value of reproducible within the limits [predetermined ] as said amount of

mixing according to said signal strength While being the record medium which

recorded the computer program for changing said colorimetry value into said

signal for a display and in which computer reading is possible and changing

said colorimetry value into each amount of mixing of said additive primaries

based on predetermined conversion relation As said conversion relation, the

chromaticity coordinate of at least one 1st specification primary color among
said additive primaries Color mixture is carried out supposing the virtual color

display device which is the same hue as said specific chromaticity coordinate,

and changes and changes from said specific chromaticity coordinate to a virtual

chromaticity coordinate with high saturation in each amount of mixing of said

additive primaries obtained when a certain colorimetry value is changed/The

1st function using the conversion relation from a colorimetry value from which

the colorimetry value of this displayed color turns into the same value as said

original colorimetry value when a color is displayed in said virtual color display

device to each amount of mixing of additive primaries, While changing into the

signal strength of said signal for a display corresponding to said additive

primaries each amount of mixing of said additive primaries changed and

obtained by this 1st function for said every additive primaries, respectively,
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respectively About at least one 2nd specification primary color, among said

additive primaries When the amount of mixing of this 2nd specification

primary color changed and obtained by said 1st function is the value of within

the limits reproducible [ said ], as signal strength of said signal for a display It

changes into the value of conversion within the limits of** the 1st beforehand

set as said convention within the limits. In being a value with the amount of

mixing of said 2nd specification primary color changed and obtained by said 1st

function out of range possible [ said reappearance ] and being the value of

predetermined relief within the limits set up beforehand The record medium

which recorded the computer program for making a computer realize the 2nd

function changed into the value of conversion within the limits of ** the

remaining 2nd other than said 1st conversion range of said convention within

the limits as signal strength of said signal for a display.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the technique which carries out inverse

transformation of the technique and the above-mentioned signal for a display which

change a colorimetry value into the signal for a display into which it is inputted by the

color display device to the above-mentioned colorimetry value.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In the former, in order to check the color picture which read

the original color picture (for example, a color film, color printing paper, or color printed

matter) using the color scanner, and acquired and read three chrominance signals of RGB,

or in order to ensure required processing, giving the acquired RGB chrominance signal to a

color monitor, and displaying a color picture as a candidate for a dialogue is performed

widely^

[0003] However, since the RGB chrominance signal read and acquired with the color

scanner is a signal only depending on the property of the color separation filter of a color

scanner, even if it is a RGB chrominance signal, the image near a original color picture will

not be obtained at all only by giving a color monitor as it is.

[0004] On the other hand, in printing and the image processing for newspapers, from the

relation in which color printing is performed using the ink of four colors of CMYK, finally

color conversion will be carried out, respectively and each pixel of the image for color

printing will consist of four chrominance signals of CMYK. Therefore, giving a color

monitor and displaying a color picture, after changing the CMYK chrominance signal for

color printing into a RGB chrominance signal, since the screen of a processing process or

the last printing result anticipation is foreseen in the midcourse phase of an image

processing in this case is also performed widely.
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[0005] However, it is difficult to obtain the color picture near the color-printed actual

image only by having only changed the CMYK chrominance signal for color printing into

the RGB chrominance signal, and giving a color monitor.

[0006] Namely, neither the RGB chrominance signal only depending on the property of a

color-separation filter which was described above, nor the CMYK signal for color printing

will be able to display the color picture to expect without carrying out color conversion on

the RGB chrominance signal for color monitors to display those signals at the color monitor.

[0007] However, although a color monitor can display only the color in the color gamut

(GAMETTO of a color monitor proper [gamut]) surrounded by the color which each

fluorescent substance of red, green, and blue 3 color has, it receives. In the original color

picture (GAMETTO) or the color-printed image (GAMETTO), the color which hits outside

the color gamut surrounded by the color which each fluorescent substance of the red of a

color monitor, green, and blue 3 color has is contained in many cases.

[0008] Therefore, when the value of the RGB chrominance signal for color monitors

acquired by carrying out color conversion is standardized from 0 by 1, About the color

which hits outside the color gamut surrounded by the color which each fluorescent

substance of the red of a color monitor, green, and blue 3 color has the value (negative

value) with at least one signal smaller than 0 among the RGB chrominance signals for

color monitors - or it will become a larger value (value exceeding 100%) than 1.

[0009] here, standardizing the value of the RGB chrominance signal for color monitors

from 0 by 1 The value of a RGB chrominance signal required in order to express white by

the color monitor, respectively 1 The value of a RGB chrominance signal required in order

to be referred to as (namely, MAX) and to express ******, respectively 0 Saying since a

fluorescent substance not having been shone with a larger value than 1, either, since it was

the semantics of being referred to as (namely, MIN), furthermore it having become a small

value from 0, and shining a fluorescent substance with a value smaller than 0 etc. is the

consultation which is impossible at all.

[0010] Therefore, even if the former required one or more values and zero or less value as a

value of the RGB chrominance signal for color monitors in such a case, all had to be closed

by MAX1 or MIN0, respectively.

[0011]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] For this reason, if a part of color contained in

the original color picture or the color-printed image to express is out of a color gamut

reproducible [ with the fluorescent substance in a color monitor ] the part (for example, the

part of a color with high saturation is equivalent to the part) of the color — the value of the

RGB chrominance signal for color monitors - uniform — MAX1 — or — Since it will be closed

by MIN0, the serious fault that the tune of the color of the part of the color was lost had

been produced.

[0012] moreover, in case it moves outside from the interior of the color gamut which the

color contained in the original color picture or the image of color printing to express can

reproduce with the fluorescent substance in a color monitor the boundary of the color
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gamut - the value of a RGB chrominance signal - three colors " simultaneous - MAX1 -

or - It is not closed by MINO. MAX1 - or - Only by only the value of the chrominance

signal which became that MINO is likely to be exceeded being closed by MAX1 or MINO

Since the value of the other chrominance signal continued change as it was, a hue began to

change suddenly near the boundary of the color gamut, and there was a possibility of

causing change of a hue.

[0013] Generally, the part of the color of high saturation has high possibility that that are

a very important part in many cases, and the tune of the color of the important part is lost,

or a hue changes into an image will become the defect which cannot be borne.

[0014] Therefore, the purpose of this invention is in the part of the specific color which

solves the trouble of the above-mentioned conventional technique and is out of a

reproducible color gamut to offer the color conversion approach, a color inverter, etc. from

which the tune of a color does not disappear or a hue does not change.

[0015]

[The means for solving a technical problem, and its operation and effectiveness] In order to

attain a part of above-mentioned purpose [ at least ], the color conversion approach of this

invention While displaying a color by carrying out color mixture in the amount of mixing

according to the signal strength of the signal for a display into which the additive

primaries which have a specific chromaticity coordinate respectively are inputted

respectively corresponding to these additive primaries As signal strength of said signal for

a display, the value ofpredetermined convention within the limits can be taken. In order to

acquire said signal for a display which should be inputted into said color display device

from a colorimetry value about the color display device which can take the value of

reproducible within the limits [ predetermined ] as said amount ofmixing according to said

signal strength The process which is the color conversion approach of changing said

colorimetry value into said signal for a display, and changes the (a) aforementioned

colorimetry value into each amount of mixing of said additive primaries based on

predetermined conversion relation, (b) The process which changes into the signal strength

of said signal for a display corresponding to said additive primaries each amount of mixing

of said additive primaries changed and obtained for said every additive primaries,

respectively, At a preparation and said process (a), as said conversion relation, the inside of

said additive primaries, The virtual color display device which is the same hue as said

specific chromaticity coordinate about the chromaticity coordinate of at least one 1st

specification primary color, and changes and changes from said specific chromaticity

coordinate to a virtual chromaticity coordinate with high saturation is assumed. Color

mixture is carried out in each amount of mixing of said additive primaries obtained when a

certain colorimetry value is changed. When a color is displayed in said virtual color display

device, while using the conversion relation from a colorimetry value from which the

colorimetry value of this displayed color turns into the same value as said original

colorimetry value to each amount of mixing of additive primaries At said process (b), about

at least one 2nd specification primary color, among said additive primaries When the
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amount of mixing of said 2nd specification primary color changed and obtained according

to said process (a) is the value of within the limits reproducible [ said ], as signal strength

of said signal for a display It changes into the value of conversion within the limits of **

the 1st beforehand set as said convention within the limits. In being a value with the

amount of mixing of said 2nd specification primary color changed and obtained according

to said process (a) out of range possible [ said reappearance ] and being the value of

predetermined relief within the limits set up beforehand Let it be a summary to change

into the value of conversion within the limits of ** the remaining 2nd other than said 1st

conversion range of said convention within the limits as signal strength of said signal for a

display.

[0016] Moreover, while the color inverter of this invention displays a color by carrying out

color mixture in the amount of mixing according to the signal strength of the signal for a

display into which the additive primaries which have a specific chromaticity coordinate

respectively are inputted respectively corresponding to these additive primaries As signal

strength of said signal for a display, the value of predetermined convention within the

limits can be taken. In order to acquire said signal for a display which should be inputted

into said color display device from a colorimetry value about the color display device which

can take the value of reproducible within the limits [ predetermined ] as said amount of

mixing according to said signal strength The 1st conversion means which is the color

inverter which changes said colorimetry value into said signal for a display, and changes

said colorimetry value into each amount of mixing of said additive primaries based on

predetermined conversion relation, The 2nd conversion means which changes into the

signal strength of said signal for a display corresponding to said additive primaries each

amount of mixing of said additive primaries changed and obtained for said every additive

primaries, respectively, A preparation and said 1st conversion means as said conversion

relation The inside of said additive primaries, The virtual color display device which is the

same hue as said specific chromaticity coordinate about the chromaticity coordinate of at

least one 1st specification primary color, and changes and changes from said specific

chromaticity coordinate to a virtual chromaticity coordinate with high saturation is

assumed. Color mixture is carried out in each amount of mixing of said additive primaries

obtained when a certain colorimetry value is changed. When a color is displayed in said

virtual color display device, while using the conversion relation from a colorimetry value

from which the colorimetry value of this displayed color turns into the same value as said

original colorimetry value to each amount of mixing of additive primaries Said 2nd

conversion means about at least one 2nd specification primary color, among said additive

primaries When the amount of mixing of said 2nd specification primary color changed and

obtained by said 1st conversion means is the value of within the limits reproducible [ said ],

as signal strength of said signal for a display It changes into the value of conversion within

the limits of** the 1st beforehand set as said convention within the limits. In being a value

with the amount of mixing of said 2nd specification primary color changed and obtained by

said 1st conversion means out of range possible [ said reappearance ] and being the value
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of predetermined relief within the limits set up beforehand Let it be a summary to change

into the value of conversion within the limits of** the remaining 2nd other than said 1st

conversion range of said convention within the limits as signal strength of said signal for a

display.

[0017] Thus, in the color conversion approach of this invention, and its equipment, a

colorimetry value is first changed into each amount of mixing of additive primaries based

on predetermined conversion relation. At this time, the chromaticity coordinate of at least

one 1st specification primary color among additive primaries Color mixture is carried out

supposing the virtual color display device which is the same hue as a specific chromaticity

coordinate, and changes and changes from a specific chromaticity coordinate to a virtual

chromaticity coordinate with high saturation in each amount of mixing of the additive

primaries obtained when a certain colorimetry value is changed. When a color is displayed

in a virtual color display device, the conversion relation from a colorimetry value from

which the colorimetry value of the displayed color turns into the same value as the original

colorimetry value to each amount of mixing of additive primaries is used as the

above-mentioned predetermined conversion relation. Next, each amount of mixing of the

additive primaries changed and obtained is changed into the signal strength of said signal

for a display corresponding to additive primaries for every additive primaries, respectively.

At this time, about at least one 2nd specification primary color, among additive primaries

When the amount of mixing of the 2nd specification primary color changed and obtained is

the value of reproducible within the limits, as signal strength of the signal for a display It

changes into the value of conversion within the limits of ** the 1st beforehand set as

convention within the limits. In being a value with the amount of mixing of the 2nd

specification primary color changed and obtained out of range possible [ reappearance ]

and being the value of predetermined relief within the limits set up beforehand, it changes

into the value of conversion within the limits of** the remaining 2nd other than the 1st

conversion range of convention within the limits as signal strength of the signal for a

display.

[0018] In the above-mentioned virtual color display device, as compared with an actual

color display device, the reproducible color gamut is expanded in the high saturation

direction, and can also reproduce the color (namely, color of high saturation which is

outside a little rather than a color gamut reproducible [ with an actual color display

device ]) which was not able to be reproduced depending on the actual color display device.

According to the color conversion approach and color inverter of this invention, based on

the conversion relation obtained as an object for virtual color display devices which was

described above, therefore, by performing conversion in each amount of mixing of additive

primaries from a colorimetry value Even if it is the part of the color out of a color gamut

reproducible [ with an actual color display device ], about the part of the color in a color

gamut reproducible [ with a virtual color display device ], the tune of a color can be saved

and change of a hue can be suppressed.

[0019] Furthermore, even if it is the part of the color out of a color gamut reproducible
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[ with an actual color display device ] When the amount of mixing of the 2nd specification

primary color is the value of relief within the limits among the amounts of mixing of the

additive primaries which change and are obtained from the colorimetry value of the part of

the color Since it is changed into the value of conversion within the limits of ** a 2nd as

signal strength of the signal for a display, the value is saved as a value of the signal

strength of the signal for a display about the 2nd specification primary color, without

losing the information on the part of the above-mentioned color. Therefore, in the part of

the above-mentioned color, the tune of a color is not lost or a hue does not change.

[0020] In the color conversion approach of this invention, it is desirable to take on the

straight line which passes along the chromaticity point expressed as an achromatic color

point by said specific chromaticity coordinate of said 1st specification primary color on the

chromaticity diagram of uniform-color-space system of coordinates in said virtual

chromaticity coordinate.

[0021] By taking a virtual chromaticity coordinate in this way, a chromaticity coordinate

which has higher saturation by the same hue as a specific chromaticity coordinate (namely,

actual chromaticity coordinate) can be searched for easily.

[0022] While changing the chromaticity coordinate of each 1st specification primary color

into a virtual chromaticity coordinate, respectively by making said all additive primaries

into said 1st specification primary color, you may make it set up each virtual chromaticity

coordinate in the color conversion approach of this invention, so that the saturation in each

virtual chromaticity coordinate may become high by the ratio more nearly same than said

each specific chromaticity coordinate.

[0023] Thus, it is avoidable by making it like that the saturation in each virtual

chromaticity coordinate becomes high by the same ratio about each 1st specification

primary color that a hue shifts.

[0024] Moreover, in the color conversion approach of this invention, the one smaller than

the rate of said relief range to said reproducible range of said rate of the 2nd conversion

range to said convention range is desirable.

[0025] The 2nd conversion range which is the conversion place of the relief range can

lessen the amount of gaps ofthe chromaticity point before and behind the conversion to the

color which the direction which made it as narrow as possible and made large the 1st

conversion range which is the conversion place of the reproducible range as much as

possible has in a reproducible color gamut.

[0026] In the color conversion approach of this invention moreover, said process (b) It faces

changing into the signal strength of said signal for a display corresponding to these

additive primaries the amount of mixing of said additive primaries changed and obtained

according to said process (a). While changing using the predetermined transform function

showing the conversion relation of said amount of mixing and said signal strength, about

said 2nd specification primary color You may make it use a different transform function as

said transform function by the case where they are the case where the amount of mixing of

said 2nd specification primary color changed and obtained according to said process (a) is
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the value of within the limits reproducible [ said ], and the value of said relief within the

limits.

[0027] Thus, when performing conversion to signal strength from the amount of mixing

using a transform function, about the 2nd specification primary color, conversion

corresponding to each range can be performed by changing a transform function by the

case where they are the case where the amount of mixing is the value of reproducible

within the limits, and the value of relief within the limits.

[0028] Moreover, while other color conversion approaches of this invention display a color

by carrying out color mixture in the amount of mixing according to the signal strength of

the signal for a display into which the additive primaries which have a specific

chromaticity coordinate respectively are inputted respectively corresponding to these

additive primaries As signal strength of said signal for a display, the value of

predetermined convention within the limits can be taken. About the color display device

which can take the value of reproducible within the limits [ predetermined ] as said

amount of mixing according to said signal strength It is the color conversion approach of

changing into a colorimetry value said signal for a display which should be inputted into

this color display device. (A) The process which changes the signal strength of said signal

for a display corresponding to said additive primaries into each amount of mixing of said

additive primaries for said every additive primaries, respectively, (B) It has the process

which changes into said colorimetry value each amount of mixing of said additive

primaries changed and obtained based on predetermined conversion relation. At said

process (A) About at least one 1st specification primary color, among said additive

primaries When the signal strength of said signal for a display corresponding to this 1st

specification primary color is the value of conversion within the limits of ** the 1st

beforehand set as said convention within the limits, as an amount of mixing of said 1st

specification primary color Change into the value of within the limits reproducible [ said ],

and the signal strength of said signal for a display corresponding to said 1st specification

primary color When it is the value of conversion within the limits of ** the remaining 2nd

other than said 1st conversion range of said convention within the limits, as an amount of

mixing of said 1st specification primary color While being the value out of range in which

said reappearance is possible and changing into the value of predetermined relief within

the limits set up beforehand, at said process (B) As said conversion relation, the

chromaticity coordinate of at least one 2nd specification primary color among said additive

primaries Color mixture is carried out supposing the virtual color display device which is

the same hue as said specific chromaticity coordinate, and changes and changes from said

specific chromaticity coordinate to a virtual chromaticity coordinate with high saturation

in each amount of mixing of said additive primaries obtained when a certain colorimetry

value is changed. Let it be a summary to use conversion relation with the conversion

relation reverse when a color is displayed in said virtual color display device from a

colorimetry value from which the colorimetry value of this displayed color turns into the

same value as said original colorimetry value to each amount of mixing of additive
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primaries.

[0029] By using such a color conversion approach, conversion to a colorimetry value from

the signal for a display which should be inputted into a color display device can be

performed.

[0030] Moreover, another color inverter of this invention is equipped with the look-up table

which consists of a representation point for color conversion. The signal strength of said

signal for a display corresponding to said additive primaries changed and obtained by the

color inverter of above-mentioned this invention, respectively The representation point of

said look-up table for color conversion, It is the color inverter changed into the value of a

predetermined color coordinate system using the interpolation operation based on the

point. Said look-up table for color conversion The inside of the combination of the value of

the signal strength of said signal for a display respectively corresponding to said additive

primaries changed and obtained, The specific combination which includes the boundary

value located in the boundary of said 1st conversion range and said 2nd conversion range

as a value of the signal strength of said signal for a display which corresponds for any of

said 2nd specific primary color being At least, while having as a value of the address of said

look-up table for color conversion, let it be a summary to store the value of said color

coordinate system which changes said specific combination into the address with which it

is expressed with said specific combination, and is acquired.

[0031] Since it is avoidable to interpolate the field over the 1st conversion range and the

2nd conversion range by the same multiplier by taking such a configuration, the value of a

right color coordinate system can be acquired.

[0032] While the record medium of this invention displays a color by carrying out color

mixture in the amount of mixing according to the signal strength of the signal for a display

into which the additive primaries which have a specific chromaticity coordinate

respectively are inputted respectively corresponding to these additive primaries As signal

strength of said signal for a display, the value of predetermined convention within the

limits can be taken. In order to acquire said signal for a display which should be inputted

into said color display device from a colorimetry value about the color display device which

can take the value of reproducible within the limits [ predetermined ] as said amount of

mixing according to said signal strength While being the record medium which recorded

the computer program for changing said colorimetry value into said signal for a display

and in which computer reading is possible and changing said colorimetry value into each

amount of mixing of said additive primaries based on predetermined conversion relation

As said conversion relation, the chromaticity coordinate of at least one 1st specification

primary color among said additive primaries Color mixture is carried out supposing the

virtual color display device which is the same hue as said specific chromaticity coordinate,

and changes and changes from said specific chromaticity coordinate to a virtual

chromaticity coordinate with high saturation in each amount of mixing of said additive

primaries obtained when a certain colorimetry value is changed. The 1st function using the

conversion relation from a colorimetry value from which the colorimetry value of this
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displayed color turns into the same value as said original colorimetry value when a color is

displayed in said virtual color display device to each amount of mixing of additive

primaries, While changing into the signal strength of said signal for a display

corresponding to said additive primaries each amount of mixing of said additive primaries

changed and obtained by this 1st function for said every additive primaries, respectively,

respectively About at least one 2nd specification primary color, among said additive

primaries When the amount of mixing of this 2nd specification primary color changed and

obtained by said 1st function is the value ofwithin the limits reproducible [ said ], as signal

strength of said signal for a display It changes into the value of conversion within the

limits of ** the 1st beforehand set as said convention within the limits. In being a value

with the amount of mixing of said 2nd specification primary color changed and obtained by

said 1st function out of range possible [ said reappearance ] and being the value of

predetermined relief within the limits set up beforehand Let it be a summary to have

recorded the computer program for making a computer realize the 2nd function changed

into the value of conversion within the limits of** the remaining 2nd other than said 1st

conversion range of said convention within the limits as signal strength of said signal for a

display.

[0033] In addition, as a record medium, computers, such as internal storage (memory, such

as RAM and ROM) of the printed matter with which signs, such as a flexible disk,

CD-ROM and a magneto-optic disk, an IC card, a ROM cartridge, a punch card, and a bar

code, were printed, and a computer, and external storage, can use the various media in

which read is possible.

[0034] If the computer program recorded on such a record medium is executed by computer,

the almost same processing as the above-mentioned color conversion approach of this

invention and the above-mentioned color inverter is made, and the same effectiveness as

the color conversion approach of this invention or a color inverter can be done so.

[0035]

[Other modes of invention] Moreover, this invention contains other following modes. That

is, it is a mode as a program feeder which supplies to a computer the computer program

which realizes each process of the above-mentioned invention, or the function of each

means through a communication path as one mode. In such a mode, a program can be put

on the server on a network etc., a required program can be downloaded to a computer

through a communication path, and the above-mentioned color conversion approach and

an above-mentioned color inverter can be realized by performing this.

[0036]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of this invention is

explained based on an example. Drawing 1 is a flow chart which shows the procedure of the

color conversion approach as one example of this invention.

[0037] For example, now, since the last printing result is foreseen in the midcourse phases

(for example, in the middle of a platemaking process etc.) of the image processing for

printing, the CMYK chrominance signal for color printing is changed into the RGB
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chrominance signal for color monitors, and it gives a color monitor, and considers

displaying a color picture.

[0038] Generally, when changing the RGB chrominance signal of the transparency film for

scanner reading into the RGB chrominance signal for color monitors (the signal RGB for a

display), color conversion is performed in order of RGB->XYZ->RGB. Here, it is shown on

behalf of XYZ going via the colorimetry system independent of a device, or a color

coordinate system, and L*a*b*, L*u*v*, etc. may go via those some. Among these, the color

conversion approach of this example is applied when performing color conversion to RGB
which is a signal for a display about XYZ which is a colorimetry value (namely,

XYZ->RGB).

[0039] Now, before explaining the flow chart shown in drawing 1 concerning this example,

in order to compare the color conversion approach of this example with the conventional

color conversion approach, the conventional color conversion approach is explained again

first.

[0040] In the former, color conversion to r'g'b' from XYZ which is a colorimetry value is

performed based on the color conversion relation shown in the formula (l) first called for as

an actual object for color monitors.

[0041]

[Equation l]

( 2.757777 -1.308176 -0.424273YX^\

(1)-0.993072 1.922088 0.042577

0.077090 - 0 282662 1.464701

[0042] In addition, as the above-mentioned color monitor, they are red, green, and ITU-R

that a blue fluorescent substance mentions later in this case. It is 709 (old CCIR 709)

fluorescent substance, and when red, green, and blue are the maximum brightness, what

can display the white of D50 (5000 color temperatures) as white is used (namely, when

each fluorescent substance of red, green, and blue emits light by the maximum brightness).

[0043] here - r - ' " g - ' - b - ' " the above " a color monitor - it can set - red green -

blue " each - brightness (namely, each brightness at the time of each fluorescent

substance of red, green, and blue emitting light) - respectively - min - brightness - about

-- zero " max - brightness — about - one " becoming " as " standardization

(normalization) - carrying out obtaining - having - brightness - it is a linear (that is, it

was proportional to brightness) value. Generally, in a color monitor, each fluorescent

substance of red, green, and blue will emit light by respectively suitable brightness, and

when each of those light is mixed, a desired color will be displayed, therefore -- having

described above - r - ' - g - ' - b - * the above " a color monitor " setting - red " green "

blue " each - a color " color mixture - carrying out - a request - a color - displaying - the

time " red " green " blue " each " mixing an amount - expressing " ********
.

[0044] moreover - having described above - as - r - ' - g - ' - b - 1 " min - brightness

about - zero - max - brightness about - one - becoming — as - having standardized - a
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value - it is - since - As XYZ which is a colorimetry value, the red in the above-mentioned

color monitor, green, and the color in the color gamut (GAMETTO of the above-mentioned

color monitor proper [gamut]) which can be reproduced with each blue fluorescent

substance above-mentioned XYZ->r ,

g'b - each value of V, g', b' which are obtained by

conversion when it changes by transform processing will be restored to the range of 0 to 1.

however - XYZ - ****** - having described above - a color gamut - outside - it is - a

color — having changed - a case **** conversion " obtaining - having - r — ' -- g - 1
- b

-- ' a value " or [ any ] - 0 to 1 " out of range becoming .

[0045] Next, in the former, the transform function shown in a formula (2) performs

conversion to RGB which is a signal for a display from r'g'b' based on the gamma
characteristics in the above-mentioned color monitor. Here, R, G, and B standardize each

signal strength (namely, applied voltage) of the red who should input into the

above-mentioned color monitor, green, and the blue signal for a display, respectively so

that the minimum value may be set to 0 and maximum may be set to 1 (normalization).

[0046]

[Equation 2]

V^O (L£0.0)

V = L1>r (D.0£L<1.0) (2)

V = 1.0 (l.OiL)

[0047] a formula -- (-- two --) " setting - L - red - green - blue - each - a fluorescent

substance - having emitted light - the time — each - brightness — expressing - a thing --

it is " having described above - r - ? - g - 1 - or - b - ' - corresponding . Moreover, V
expresses each signal strength (namely, applied voltage) of the red who should input into

the above-mentioned color monitor, green, and the blue signal for a display, and

corresponds to R, above-mentioned G, or above-mentioned B. The range of the transform

function shown in a formula (2) is 0<=L<1, and it is the 1/gamma power function of L.

[0048] therefore " the above-mentioned r'g'b'->RGB transform processing - every red,

green, and blue - respectively - g' will be changed into G and b' will be changed into R for

r* at B, respectively.

[0049] In the former, in XYZ^r'g'b* transform processing of the preceding paragraph, when
the value (namely, L< 0) smaller than 0 as which value of r

f

, g\ and b' is acquired, it sets to

latter r'g'b'->RGB transform processing. The whole of the value will be changed into 0

(namely, V= 0) as a value of R, G, or B so that clearly from a formula (2).

[0050] Therefore, as mentioned above, it sets to XYZ->r'g ,b t transform processing of the

preceding paragraph. For example, XYZ and the red in the above-mentioned color monitor,

green, and the color out of the color gamut which can be reproduced with each blue

fluorescent substance are changed. When it becomes r' obtained by the conversion, and a

value with any of the value of g' and b' smaller than 0 they are, it sets to latter r'g
lb ,->RGB

transform processing (namely, when 0*1 become out of range). The whole of the value will

be changed into 0 as a value of R, G, and B, and it will be uniformly closed by 0. For this
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reason, about the part of the color out of the above-mentioned color gamut, when
r'g'b'^RGB transform processing is performed, the information on the part of that color

will be lost, and as mentioned above, the fault of the tune of the color of the part of that

color being lost, or a hue changing will arise.

[005 1] Drawing 2 is the x-y chromaticity diagram showing the chromaticity coordinate of

each color obtained by carrying out the colorimetry of the chromaticity coordinate of a color

which the fluorescent substance of green [ which are used by the actual color monitor / the

red and green ], and blue expresses, and the color patch group of an actual positive film.

[0052] In drawing 2 , each triangular top -most vertices R0, GO, and BO show the

chromaticity coordinate (namely, chromaticity point) of a color which each fluorescent

substance of red, green, and blue expresses, respectively. As mentioned above, it sets to the

above-mentioned color monitor, and it is ITTJ-R as a fluorescent substance of red, green,

and blue. Since 709 fluorescent substances are used, top-most vertices R0, GO, and B0 are

ITU-R, respectively. It is the chromaticity coordinate of a color which 709 fluorescent

substances express. Moreover, in drawing 2 , the white round head shows the chromaticity

coordinate of each color obtained by carrying out the colorimetry of the color patch group,

respectively. In addition, as a color patch group, the color patch group of IT8.7/1 is used,

and drawing 2 shows the representation point.

[0053] Moreover, the triangle which makes R0, GO, and B0 top-most vertices shows green

[ the above-mentioned red and green / above-mentioned ], and the color gamut (GAMETTO
of the above-mentioned color monitor proper [gamut]) ga which can be reproduced with a

blue fluorescent substance. In addition, SL shows the spectrum locus (spectrum locus).

[0054] Though each color of a color patch is a color to display by the color monitor as shown

in drawing 2 , a part of those colors exist out of the color gamut ga (namely, triangle) which

can be reproduced with the fluorescent substance of red, green, and blue. Therefore, when

XYZ which is a colorimetry value is changed into RGB which is a signal for a display and is

given to the above-mentioned color monitor by the conventional color conversion'approach

about each color of these color patches, each [ these ] color will be reproduced as a color

monitor is shown in drawing 3 .

[0055] Drawing 3 is the x-y chromaticity diagram showing whether each color of the color

patch shown in drawing 2 is reproduced by what kind of color in a color monitor by the

conventional color conversion approach. In drawing 3 , each vector means whether each

color of a color patch was reproduced by which color by the above-mentioned color monitor,

respectively, the white round head of the starting point of a vector shows the chromaticity

coordinate of the color of the original color patch, and the chromaticity coordinate of the

color by which the terminal point of a vector was reproduced in the above-mentioned color

monitor is shown, and the die length of a vector expresses the difference (error) of the

original color and the reproduced color.

[0056] If it displays by the above-mentioned color monitor, about the color which is in the

inside of a color gamut ga among each color of a color patch, it will reappear faithfully as it

is, so that clearly from drawing 3 , but about the color out of a color gamut ga, if it displays
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by the above-mentioned color monitor, all will be in the condition of having stuck to the

periphery of a color gamut ga, and it will become what was distorted in color.

[0057] Therefore, about the color out of the color gamut ga which can be reproduced with

the fluorescent substance of red, green, and blue, when XYZ which is a colorimetry value is

changed into RGB which is a signal for a display and is given to the above-mentioned color

monitor by the conventional color conversion approach, the fault that the tune of a color is

lost or a hue changes will arise as mentioned above.

[0058] Moreover, drawing 4 is the explanatory view showing the field of a color

unrelievable depending on the conventional color conversion approach. At drawing 4 , he is

red about the color space of a three dimension. - It projects on a green flat surface and is

shown. In drawing 4 , the field across which it faced with the shaft of the direction of red

and the shaft (namely, two arrow heads) of the green direction shows the field of the color

which actually exists. Moreover, the rectangle divided in the shape of a grid shows the red

in the color monitor mentioned above, green, and the color gamut (namely, GAMETTO) ga

that can be reproduced with each blue fluorescent substance in the above-mentioned

red"green flat surface.

[0059] Therefore, like the color in the field OA shown with the slash in drawing 4 , since

the information on the part of the color will be lost when r'g
,b'->RGB transform processing

is performed as mentioned above, depending on the conventional color conversion approach,

the color in Field OA was unrelievable about the color out of a color gamut ga, even if it

was the color which actually exists.

[0060] On the other hand, in the color conversion approach of this example, an approach

which is described below is taken to the conventional color conversion approach which was

explained above. In addition, it also sets to this example and the fluorescent substance of

red, green, and blue is ITTJ-R as a color monitor. The color monitor which is 709 (old CCIR

709) fluorescent substance shall be used.

[0061] In this example, as shown in drawing 1 , not based on the color conversion relation

first called for as an actual object for color monitors but based on the color conversion

relation called for as an imagination object for color monitors (henceforth a virtual color

monitor), color conversion to r'g'b* from XYZ which is a colorimetry value is performed (step

20).

[0062] In addition, the color conversion relation as such an object for virtual color monitors

is beforehand called for by color conversion relation derivation processing as shown in

drawing 5 .

[0063] Drawing 5 is a flow chart which shows the procedure of the color conversion relation

derivation processing for asking for the color conversion relation used in XYZ->r'g f

b'

transform processing of drawing 1 .

[0064] Initiation of the color conversion relation derivation processing shown in drawing 5

assumes a virtual color monitor to an actual color monitor in virtual color monitor

assumption processing (step S40) first. Here, the color monitor changed into the virtual

chromaticity coordinate which is the same hue as an actual chromaticity coordinate as a
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virtual color monitor about the chromaticity coordinate of a color which each fluorescent

substance of red, green, and blue expresses, and has saturation higher than an actual

chromaticity coordinate is assumed.

[0065] Drawing 6 is the x-y chromaticity diagram showing red, green, a chromaticity

coordinate actual about the color which each blue fluorescent substance expresses, and a

virtual chromaticity coordinate, respectively.

[0066] In drawing 6 , the top -most vertices R0, GO, and B0 of the triangle of a dotted line

show the chromaticity coordinate (namely, actual chromaticity coordinate) of a color which

each fluorescent substance (ITTJ-R 709 fluorescent substance) of the red in an actual color

monitor, green, and blue expresses the same with having been shown in drawing 2 .

[0067] On the other hand, the top-most vertices R5 and G5 of the triangle of a continuous

line and B5 are the same hues as the actual chromaticity coordinates R0, GO, and B0, and

show the virtual chromaticity coordinate with saturation high 5% compared with the

actual chromaticity coordinates R0, GO, and B0.

[0068] Drawing 7 is the x-y chromaticity diagram showing the locus of a chromaticity

coordinate with the same hue as red, green, and the actual chromaticity coordinate of a

color that each blue fluorescent substance expresses. In drawing 7 , re, gr, and bl show the

locus of a chromaticity coordinate with the respectively same hue as the actual

chromaticity coordinates R0, GO, and B0, and they are extended to the radial, drawing a

curve toward a periphery (namely, high saturation) by making the achromatic color point

N into the starting point.

[0069] Therefore, R5 is among the virtual chromaticity coordinates shown in drawing 6 on

the locus re shown in drawing 7 since it is the same hue as the actual chromaticity

coordinate R0 of a color which a red fluorescent substance expresses, and, moreover, the

distance in alignment with the locus re from the achromatic color point N to the virtual

chromaticity coordinate R5 is extended 5% to the periphery (high saturation) side as

compared with the actual chromaticity coordinate R0. Moreover, since it is the same hue as

the actual chromaticity coordinates GO and B0 of each color which expresses the

fluorescent substance of green and blue similarly about G5 and B5, respectively, it is on

the locus gr shown in drawing 7 , and bl, and the distance in alignment with the loci gr and

bl from the achromatic color point N to each virtual chromaticity coordinate has been

extended 5% to the periphery (high saturation) side as compared with the actual

chromaticity coordinates GO and B0.

[0070] As mentioned above, in a virtual color monitor, red, green, and the color gamut

(namely, triangle) that can be reproduced with a blue fluorescent substance will be

expanded as compared with an actual color monitor by having changed into the virtual

chromaticity coordinate as shown in drawing 6 the chromaticity coordinate of a color which

each fluorescent substance of red, green, and blue expresses/Therefore, the color (namely,

white round head) of the color patch included in red, green, and color-gamut (namely,

triangle of continuous line) ga' that can be reproduced with a blue fluorescent substance

can be made to increase in such a virtual color monitor.
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[0071] By the way, although expressed on the x-y chromaticity diagram as shows a virtual

chromaticity coordinate to drawing 6 , you may make it express a virtual chromaticity

coordinate in the above-mentioned explanation on the a*-b* chromaticity diagram of

uniform-color-space (L*a*b* color space) system of coordinates as shown in drawing 8 .

[0072] Drawing 8 is the a*-b* chromaticity diagram showing red, green, a chromaticity

coordinate actual about the color which each blue fluorescent substance expresses, and a

virtual chromaticity coordinate, respectively. In drawing 8 , R0, GO, and BO show the

chromaticity coordinate (namely, actual chromaticity coordinate) of a color which each

fluorescent substance (R ITU-709 fluorescent substance) of the red in an actual color

monitor, green, and blue expresses the same with having been shown in drawing 6 among

the top-most vertices of the polygon of a dotted line. Therefore, the polygon of a dotted line

shows the color gamut ga which can be reproduced with each fluorescent substance of red,

green, and blue in an actual color monitor.

[0073] In the chromaticity diagram of unifornrcolor-space system of coordinates as shown

in drawing 8 , the locus of the chromaticity coordinate of a same color phase serves as a

straight line extended from the achromatic color point N to a radial toward a periphery

(namely, high saturation) instead of a curve as shown in drawing 6 .

[0074] Therefore, since what is necessary is just to make it set up on the straight line

extended from the achromatic color point N to a radial toward a periphery when setting up

a virtual chromaticity coordinate using the a*-b* chromaticity diagram of

uniform-color-space system of coordinates [ like ] for showing in drawing 8 , a virtual

chromaticity coordinate can be set up easily.

[0075] In drawing 8 , among the top -most vertices of the polygon of a continuous line, R5,

G5, and B5 are the same hues as the actual chromaticity coordinates R0, GO, and BO, and

show the virtual chromaticity coordinate with saturation high 5% compared with the

actual chromaticity coordinates R0, GO, and B0.

[0076] That is, in drawing 8 , the virtual chromaticity coordinate R5 is on the straight line

(namely, locus of a chromaticity coordinate with the same hue) extended from the

achromatic color point N to a radial toward a periphery through R0, and the distance from

the achromatic color point N to each virtual chromaticity coordinate is extended 5% to the

periphery (high saturation) side as compared with the actual chromaticity coordinate R0.

It is also about the virtual chromaticity coordinate G5 and B5 on the straight line similarly

extended from the achromatic color point N to a radial toward a periphery through GO and

B0, respectively, and the distance from the achromatic color point N to each virtual

chromaticity coordinate is extended 5% to the periphery side as compared with the actual

chromaticity coordinates GO and BO. Therefore, the polygon of a continuous line shows

color-gamut ga* which can be reproduced with each fluorescent substance of red, green, and

blue in a virtual color monitor.

[0077] now " next - drawing 5 - being shown a color - conversion - relation—

calculation - processing (step S42) - setting - a step - S - 40 — having assumed

imagination " a color monitor - ** - ****** -- a colorimetry " a value - it is - XYZ - from
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" red - green - blue " each - mixing - an amount " expressing - r - ' - g - 1 -- b - 1 -

changing - a sake - a color - conversion - relation " computing . When a certain

colorimetry value is changed into red, green, and each blue amount of mixing, color

mixture is carried out in each of that amount of mixing at this time and a color is displayed

on a virtual color monitor, it asks for the color conversion relation from the colorimetry

value XYZ to which the colorimetry value acquired by carrying out the colorimetry of the

displayed color becomes the same as the original colorimetry value to red, green, and each

blue amount r'g'bof mixing'.

[0078] In this way, if the color conversion relation from XYZ to r'g'b
1

is computed as an

object for virtual color monitors, color conversion relation derivation processing will be

ended.

[0079] In the above, although the outline of color conversion relation derivation processing

was explained, it explains concretely further using a formula etc.

[0080] Drawing 9 is ITU R. It is the explanatory view showing the chromaticity coordinate

of a color which each fluorescent substance of the red of 709, green, and blue expresses,

and the chromaticity coordinate of the white of D50.

[0081] It is ITU-R as a fluorescent substance of red [ in / as mentioned above in this

example / an actual color monitor ], green, and blue. 709 (old CCIR 709) fluorescent

substance is used, the thing of the international organization (International

Telecommunication Union) concerning telecommunication with ITU-R here - it is - the -

Recomendation 709 defines red (red) and the chromaticity coordinate (luminescent

chromaticity coordinate) of a color which the fluorescent substance of green (green) and

blue (blue) expresses, as shown in drawing 9 (specification of HDTV).

[0082] Moreover, the ratio of the red in the above-mentioned color monitor, green, and the

blue maximum brightness can be decided by determining the chromaticity coordinate of

white besides the chromaticity coordinate of a color which each fluorescent substance of

red, green, and blue expresses.

[0083] For example, when the white (white) of D50 (5000 color temperatures) is used as

white, the chromaticity coordinate is given as shown in drawing 9 (b). Therefore, supposing

it has the chromaticity coordinate of W, red, green, and blue for Ew, Er, Eg, and Eb,

respectively and Y component is the vector of 1, the ratio of the red in the above-mentioned

color monitor, green, and the blue maximum brightness can be expressed as shown in a

formula (3).

[0084]

Ew=0.24989Er+0.6980099Eg+0.0520963Eb .... (3)

[0085] On the other hand, the relation of x, and y, z, X, Y and Z is expressed like formula

(4) -(7).

[0086]

x=X/(X+Y+Z) .... (4)

y=Y/(X+Y+Z) .... (5)

z=Z/(X+Y+Z) .... (6)
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z=l-x-y .... (7)

[0087] therefore - more than -- a formula " and " a value ~" using r ' -- g -- ' -• b '

from - X - Y Z • a color - conversion - relation - asking -- if - a formula - (-- eight --) "

like " expressing having .

[0088]

[Equation 3]

'0.484646 0.349004 0.130240Yr f

0.249896 0.698008 0.052096 I g'

^0.022718 0.116335 0.685932jj>'j

(8)

[0089] namely, - a formula (-- eight --) " being actual - a color monitor - it can set - r - 1

" g - • - b - ' " from - X - Y Z - a color - conversion - relation - expressing - ****
.

[0090] moueover " a formula (-- eight --) — being shown " a matrix *- an inverse matrix "

asking - things - a formula - (-- eight --) - being reverse - X - Y - Z - from - r - * - g - '

- b - ' - a color - conversion - relation - asking - if - the above-mentioned - a formula -

(- one -) " like - expressing - having .

[0091] namely, - a formula - (-- one ••) - having mentioned above - a passage - being

actual " a color monitor ~ ** - ****** - X - Y - Z - from - r - * - g - ' - b - * - a color -

conversion — relation — expressing — ****
.

[0092] Then, based on the chromaticity coordinate (namely, actual chromaticity

coordinate) of a color which each fluorescent substance of the red in an actual color monitor,

green, and blue expresses below, and a white chromaticity coordinate, the red in a virtual

color monitor, green, and the chromaticity coordinate of a color that each blue fluorescent

substance expresses, i.e., a virtual chromaticity coordinate, are searched for.

[0093] Drawing 10 is the explanatory view showing each value of x of the red in an actual

color monitor, green, the color that each blue fluorescent substance expresses, and white,

and y and Y, and each value of L* of the uniform-color-space system of coordinates

corresponding to it, a*, and b*.

[0094] If each value of x of the red in an actual color monitor, green, the color that each
blue fluorescent substance expresses, and white, and y and Y is decided, respectively as

shown in left-hand side 3 train of drawing 10 , each value of L* of the uniform-color-space

system of coordinates corresponding to them, a*, and b* will be calculated, respectively, as

shown in right-hand side 3 train of drawing 10 .

[0095] Then, each value of a* and b* is multiplied by the respectively bigger fixed

multiplier than 1, fixing the value of L* in this example, next, about the color which each
fluorescent substance of red, green, and blue expresses, paying attention to each value of

L* and a* which are shown in drawing 10 , and b*, in order to search for the virtual

chromaticity coordinate in a virtual color monitor based on the actual chromaticity

coordinate in an actual color monitor.

[0096] Along with the straight line extended toward a periphery (high saturation) by this

at a radial from the achromatic color point N on the a*-b* chromaticity diagram of
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uniform-color-space system of coordinates as shown in drawing 8 , the location where the

distance from the achromatic color point N was extended to the periphery side rather than

the actual chromaticity coordinate is asked for a virtual chromaticity coordinate.

[0097] That is, by using 1.05 as the above-mentioned fixed multiplier, as shown in drawing

8 , the location extended 5% to the periphery side rather than the chromaticity coordinates

R0, GO, and BO with an actual distance from the achromatic color point N will be asked for

a virtual chromaticity coordinate.

[0098] Drawing 11 is the explanatory view showing each value of x of the red in a virtual

color monitor, green, the color that each blue fluorescent substance expresses, and white,

and y and Y, and each value of L* of the uniform-color-space system of coordinates

corresponding to it, a*, and b*.

[0099] Then, if the multiplier 1.05 described above to each value of a* and b* shown in

drawing 10 is applied with the value of L* fixed shown in drawing 10 , each value of L*, a*,

and b* will become as [ show / in right-hand side 3 train of drawing 11 L respectively. And

further, if each value of x corresponding to each value of these L*, a*, and b*, and y and Y

is calculated, it will become as [ show / in left-hand side 3 train of drawing 11 ], respectively.

In this way, x calculated, and y and Y are x of the red in a virtual color monitor, green, the

color that each blue fluorescent substance expresses, and white, and y and Y. Among these,

red, green, x of blue, and y are the red in a virtual color monitor, green, and the

chromaticity coordinate of a color that each blue fluorescent substance expresses, i.e., a

virtual chromaticity coordinate.

[0100] next - such - carrying out - asking having had - imagination - a color monitor -

it can set - red - green - blue '-- each - a fluorescent substance - expressing - a color -

and " white - x - y - Y - each - a value - a formula - (- four --)
-
'(-- seven -) - from - r -

1 - g -- ' - b -- 1 " from -- X - Y Z - a color -- conversion - relation -- asking " if " a

formula " (" nine ") " like " expressing -- having .

[0101]

[Equation 4]

'0.498991 0.338202

Y 0.249434 0.701848

,0.019183 0,105039

[0102] namely, - a formula - (-- nine --) " imagination - a color monitor - it can set - r -
1

- g - ' - b -- ' - from - X - Y - Z - a color - conversion - relation - expressing - ****
.

[0103] moreover -- a formula - nine --) - being shown - a matrix an inverse matrix -

asking " things - a formula - (-- nine ") being reverse - X - Y - Z from - r - ' - g - -

b -- ' - a color " conversion - relation - asking " if" a formula " (" ten ") like "

expressing - having .

[0104]

[Equation 5]
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f 2.621245 -1.204678

g' -0.936339 1.870108

W ^ 0.068558 -0.247197

0.039423

1.430979

(10)

[0105] namely, - a formula " (" ten --) - imagination " a color monitor " ** " ****** -- X -

Y - Z - from r -- ' -- g -- ' -- b -- ' - a color - conversion - relation — expressing — ****
.

[0106] above " carrying out — a color — conversion relation — derivation - processing -

setting " concrete — X — Y - Z " from " r - I - g - ' - b - ' - a color - conversion " relation

-- asking " ****
.

[0107] Therefore, in this example, as shown in drawing 1 , the color conversion relation as

an object for virtual color monitors called for as mentioned above, i.e., the matrix operation

shown in a formula (10), performs color conversion to r'g'b' from XYZ as XYZ->r'g'b'

transform processing (step S20) (step 23).

[0108] Thus, by performing color conversion to r'g'b
1 from XYZ based on the color

conversion relation called for as an object for virtual color monitors Even if it is the red in

an actual color monitor, green, and a color out of the color gamut (namely, GAMETTO) ga

which can be reproduced with each blue fluorescent substance imagination - a color

monitor — it can set — red — green — blue — each - a fluorescent substance — reappearing —

obtaining — a color gamut — ga - ' — inside " it is " a color - ******** -- the — a color "

conversion " obtaining - having — r - 1 - g - ' - b - ' - a value - ****** -- each -- within the

limits of 0 to 1 — entering -- coming . Therefore, in the latter part, even if it performs

r'g'b'->RGB transform processing, information is not lost about the part of the color.

[0109] Next, in this example, processing changed into RGB which is the red who should

input into an actual color monitor, green, and a blue signal for a display from r'g'b'

obtained at step S20 is performed (step S22).

[01 10] namely, " first " a step - S " 20 - obtaining - having had - r - 1 -- g - ' — or b - '

- a value • L - setting (step S24) — the — L - a value - i - the above it is - a ****** --

judging (step S26) . Here, i is gamma ** of j, as mentioned later, and it is a larger value

than 0. And the transform function shown in a formula (11) when the value of L is smaller

than i performs conversion to V from L (step S28), and when the value ofL is zero or more,

the transform function shown in a formula (12) performs conversion to V from L (step S30).

[0111]

[Equation 6]

V-0 (L<-k)

y= j(L + k) (-ksL<i,fiUi=j r >.0) (11)
i + k

However, in a formula (ll), i is gamma ** of j and is a larger value than 0.

[0112]

[Equation 7]

V = L10r G*L<1.0)
V = 1.0 0-0 £L) (12)
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[0113] Drawing 12 is the graph which compared and showed the transfer characteristic

from L to V used in r'g'b'->RGB transform processing by the conventional example and this

example. In drawing 12 , (b) is the enlarged drawing having expanded and shown the part

near = (L, V) (0 0.03) of (a).

[0114] In drawing 12 , the curve CO shown as the continuous line expresses the transfer

characteristic in the conventional example, and expresses the transfer characteristic

specifically acquired by the transform function shown in a formula (2). On the other hand,

the curve CI shown with the broken line expresses the transfer characteristic in this

example, and, specifically, expresses the transfer characteristic acquired by the transform

function shown in a formula (11) and (12). In addition, in drawing 12 , the value of j [ in /

for the value of k / in / for the value of gamma in a formula (2), (ll), and (12) / "3" and a

formula (ll) / "6.1" and a formula (ll) ] is set to "0
r
03."

[0115] In the former, in drawing 12 , since it will be changed into 0 as a value ofV when

[ all ] the value of L is smaller than 0 (L< 0) so that the curve CO shown as the continuous

line may express, when r'g'b'^RGB transform processing was performed, the information

on the part of the color was lost about the color out of the color gamut ga shown in drawing

4.

[0116] On the other hand, in this example, as for the case (-k<=L<i) of under i, the value of

L is changed into the value ofunder or more Oj as a value ofV above -k so that the curve CI

shown with the broken line may express. Therefore, since less than zero range (~k<=L<0) is

in the above-mentioned range (~k<=L<i) more than -k, about the part of the color which

goes into less than zero range 0k<=L<0) more than -k as a value of L, information is not

lost by the color out of the above-mentioned color gamut ga.

[0117] in addition - having mentioned above - as - a color gamut - ga - outside - it is - a

color " it is - even if - imagination - a color monitor - it can set - a color gamut - ga —
'

"

inside - it is - a color - a part - ******** » r - 1 - g " ' " b - ' " a value - each - zero -

from " one - within the limits " entering (0<=L<1) " that - it is - the - a color - a part -

******** -- information losing - having - things there is nothing .

[0118] Moreover, in the range, since the value of the L is changed into the value ofV by the

linear function of L in this way as shown in a formula (ll) when the value of L is in the

range (-k<=L<i) under of i above -k, a curve Cl turns into a straight line, as shown in

drawing 12 . Therefore, in the range, the value of L before conversion and the value ofV

after conversion are in proportionality.

[0119] In addition, when the value ofL is smaller than -k (L<-k), the value of the L will be

changed into 0 as a value ofV like the conventional case so that clearly also from a formula

(11).

[0120] On the other hand, as for the case (i<=L<l) of less than one, the value of L is

changed into less than one value more than j as a value ofV above i. Since it is changed

into the value ofV with the 1/gamma power same function of L as the formula (2) in the

former, i.e., the function according to the gamma characteristics of an actual color monitor,
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at this time as the value of L is shown in a formula (12), in the above-mentioned range, a

curve CI will lap with the conventional curve CO.

[0121] In addition, when the value of L is one or more (l<=:L), the value of the L will be

changed into 1 as a value ofV like the conventional case so that clearly also from a formula

(12).

[0122] now " above " carrying out a step " S 28 — or " S " 30 " setting - V - a value "

obtaining - having - if - next " this example " setting - V - a value a step - S 24 - r

- ' - g - 1 b - ' - corresponding " making - R, G, or B - setting (step S32) .

[0123] therefore, the above r'gV^RGB transform processing (step S22) every red, green,

and blue - respectively " g
f

is changed into G and b' is changed into R for r* at B,

respectively.

[0124] Drawing 13 is the explanatory view showing the field of the color relieved by the

color conversion approach of this example, and the location of each color conversion before

and after conversion. Drawing 13 is red about the color space of a three dimension like

drawing 4 .
- It projects on a green flat surface and is shown. In drawing 13 , the rectangle

of the continuous line which the field across which it faced with the shaft of the direction of

red and the shaft (namely, two arrow heads) of the green direction shows the field of the

color which actually exists, and was divided in the shape of a grid shows the red in an

actual color monitor, green, and the color gamut (namely, GAMETTO) ga that can be

reproduced with each blue fluorescent substance. Moreover, the parallelogram divided in

the shape of a grid by the alternate long and short dash line shows the red in a virtual color

monitor, green, and color-gamut ga 1 that can be reproduced with each blue fluorescent

substance.

[0125] processing and r'g'b of step S23 in XYZ->r'g'b' transform processing shown in

drawing 1 in the color conversion approach of this example - all the colors in 'the color

gamut [ in / as processing of step S30 in ->RGB transform processing shows to drawing 13 /

a virtual color monitor ] ga 1 are changed into the conversion field Al expressed with the

rectangle divided in the shape of a grid among the color gamuts ga in an actual color

monitor. That is, for example, the color located in the outermost periphery of color-gamut

ga 1

will be changed into the outermost periphery of the conversion field Al, as an arrow

head El shows drawing 13 .

[0126] Therefore, even if it is a color out of the color gamut ga in an actual color monitor,

since it is surely changed in the conversion field Al by the above-mentioned processing

about the color (namely, color in the field QA shown with the slash by the broken line in

drawing 13 ) in color-gamut ga* in a virtual color monitor, the color in Field QA will be

relieved by the color conversion approach of this example.

[0127] Drawing 14 is the x-y chromaticity diagram showing whether each color of the color

patch shown in drawing 2 is reproduced by what kind of color in an actual color monitor by

the color conversion approach of this example. In drawing 14 , since the semantics of each

vector is the same as the semantics of the vector shown in drawing 3 , the explanation is

omitted.
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[0128] If the given colorimetry value XYZ is changed into RGB which is a signal for a

display based on the color conversion relation computed as an object for virtual color

monitors and the RGB changed and obtained is given to the above-mentioned actual color

monitor instead of a virtual color monitor Since the chromaticity coordinates of a color

which each fluorescent substance (namely, ITTJ-R 709 fluorescent substance) of the red in

an actual color monitor, green, and blue expresses are R0, GO, and BO to the last, as shown

in drawing 14 , the whole of each color is changed into the triangle (namely, color gamut

ga) which makes R0, GO, and BO top-most vertices.

[0129] The vector which has turned to the direction which met the locus of the chromaticity

coordinate of a same color phase as showed every vector to drawing 7 in the field (not

shown) which is equivalent to color-gamut ga' shown in drawing 6 when drawing 14 is

examined, and has turned to a different direction from it here does not exist. That is, this

means that the original color and the color of the same hue reappear about every color, and

is not concerned with whether it is in the inside of a color gamut ga, or it is outside, but

means that a hue does not change.

[0130] Moreover, in the field which is equivalent to color-gamut ga* similarly, the die

length of each vector is becoming short continuous gradually as it approaches the

achromatic color point N. That is, this means that the tune of a color is saved about every

color, and if it is a color with low saturation and it will be a color with high saturation, it

means that the tune of a color is not lost.

[0131] Therefore, according to the color conversion approach of this example, also about the

part of the color of high saturation, while being able to save the tune of a color, change of a

hue can be suppressed.

[0132] When it returns to drawing 13 and explanation is continued again, even if it is a

color out of the color gamut ga in an actual color monitor and is a color out of color-gamut

ga' in a virtual color monitor on the other hand In drawing 13 , about the color in the field

PA shown by the dissemination XYZ->r'g'b shown in drawing 1 - 'processing and r'g'b
1 of

step S23 in transform processing — it is changed into the conversion field A2 shown with

the slash by the continuous line among the color gamuts ga in an actual color monitor by

processing of step S28 in ->RGB transform processing. That is, for example, the color

located in the outermost periphery of Field PA will be changed into the outermost

periphery of the conversion field A2, as an arrow head E2 shows drawing 13 .

[0133] Therefore, even if it is a color out of the color gamut ga in an actual color monitor,

since it is changed into the conversion field A2 by the above-mentioned processing, about

the color in Field PA, the color in Field PA as well as the color in Field QA will be relieved

by the color conversion approach of this example. Here, it can be said that it is the field of

the conversion place of the color which has the conversion field A2 in the relief field PA.

[0134] Here, the width of face wl of the relief field PA corresponds to k mentioned above

when it saw as a value of L, and the width of face w2 of the conversion field A2 corresponds

to j mentioned above when it saw as a value of V. Moreover, width of face of one side of a

color gamut ga corresponds to "1", when it sees as a value of L or V. In this example, since
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the value of "0.1" and j is set as "0.03" for the value of k as mentioned above, the width of

face w2 of the conversion field A2 is narrower than the width of face wl of the relief field

PA. For this reason, the color in the relief field PA will be compressed and stuffed into the

narrow conversion field A2 of width of face by r'g'b'^RGB transform processing from the

relief field PA. On the other hand, the color which was in the color gamut ga from the first

will be far changed into the large conversion field Al of width of face from the conversion

field A2 by r
?

g
!b'->RGB transform processing. Therefore, since the width of face of the

conversion field Al becomes that much large by narrowing width of face of.the conversion

field A2, about the color which was in the color gamut ga from the first, the amount of gaps

of the location (chromaticity point) of the color before and behind conversion can be

lessened.

[0135] In addition, in drawing 13 , even if it is in the above-mentioned relief field PA, since

it is fields other than the field across which it faced with the shaft of the direction of red,

and the shaft (namely, two arrow heads) of the green direction, the field IA shown by cross

hatching turns into a field of the color which does not exist in fact. Therefore, a color will

not exist in the previous field to which this field IA is changed by the above-mentioned

transform processing.

[0136] now, as explained above, according to this example, as XYZ which is a colorimetry

value The red in an actual color monitor, green, the color gamut that can be reproduced

with each blue fluorescent substance (Namely, GAMETTO) When the color out of ga is

changed, about the color in the red in a virtual color monitor, green, and color-gamut ga'

that can be reproduced with each blue fluorescent substance As a value of g' and b', since it

goes within the limits of 0 to 1, in latter r
l

g
,b t->RGB transform processing, r

f and that

information is lost about the part of the color do not have each, moreover, about the color

out of color-gamut ga' in a virtual color monitor r — ' — b — 1 — g — ' any — a value zero "

being small - a value -- having become - ****** -- (-- L - < -- zero --) - the - a value - k -

the above " it is if-- (L>=*k) R - G - B - a value -- ****** zero " more than --
j
" the

following — a value " changing -- having (0 <=V<j) — that — imagination a color monitor "

it can set " a color gamut -- ga -- ' " outside " it is -- a color " **** -- r -- ' — b 1 - g - f -- a

value - ****** - k the above - zero - - less than -- the range (-k<=L<0) — entering - a color

-- a part — ******** information losing — having - things - there is nothing .

[0137] Therefore, it compares, and even if it is a color besides the color gamut ga in an

actual color monitor, in the part of the above-mentioned color, the tune of a color is not lost

or a hue does not change.

[0138] By the way, in the above-mentioned example, it sets to step S26 in r'g
tb t->RGB

transform processing. As a result of judging whether the value of L is more than i, when

the value of L is smaller than i The transform function shown in a formula (ll) performed

conversion to V from L (step S28), and when the value ofL was more than i, the transform

function shown in a formula (12) was performing conversion to V from L (step S30).

However, you may make it use a transform function as shown in a formula (13) and (14)

instead of the transform function shown in a formula (ll) and (12).
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[0139]

[Equation 8]

V = 0 (L<-k)

1 + j

v= Lj/k + j (-k<;L<0.0) (13)

[0140]

[Equation 9]

y _ 9.033L + j

l+ j

(0.0 <;L< 0,008856)

V 11^;^ "

(0.008856 SL< 1.0) ....:.<M)

V-LO (l.OsiL)

[0141] Drawing 15 is a graph which shows other transfer characteristics from L to V used

in r'g
fb'->RGB transform processing. In drawing 15 , (b) is the enlarged drawing having

expanded and shown the part near — (L, V) (0 0.05) of (a).

[0142] In drawing 15 , the curve C2 shown as the continuous line expresses the transfer

characteristic based on the general gamma characteristics in the former, and expresses the

transfer characteristic specifically acquired by the transform function shown in a formula

(15).

[0143]

[Equation 10]

V = 0 (L^0 0)

V = 9.03L (0.0 <L<; 0.008856)

V = 1.16L,/y -0.16 (0.008856 <L £1.0) "-(15)

V-1.0 (1.0 <L)

[0144] Unlike the transform function shown in the formula (2) which is the same

conventional transform function, the range of the transform function shown in a formula

(15) is 0< LO.008856, and it is the linear function of L.

[0145] On the other hand, in drawing 15 , the curve C3 shown by the dotted line expresses

other transfer characteristics in this invention, and, specifically, expresses the transfer

characteristic acquired by the transform function shown in a formula (13) and (14). In

addition, in drawing 15 , the value of j [ in / for the value of k / in / for the value of gamma
in formula (13) - (15) / "3" and a formula (13) / "0.1", a formula (13), and (14) ] is mostly set

to
H0.05."

[0146] In the former, in drawing 15 , when [ all ] the value ofL was smaller than 0 (L< 0), it

was changed into 0 as a value of V, so that the curve C2 shown as the continuous line

might express.

[0147] On the other hand, if it is more than -k even when the value of L is smaller than 0

(L< 0) as the curve C3 shown by the dotted line expresses when a transform function as
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shown in a formula (13) and (14) is used (L>=-k), it will be changed into the value of or

more Oj / (l+j) following as a value of V. Therefore, about the part of the color which goes

into less than zero range (*k<=L<0) more than -k as a value of L, information is not lost by

the color out of the above-mentioned color gamut ga.

[0148] Moreover, in the range, since the value of the L is changed into the value ofV by the

linear function of L as shown in a formula (13) when the value of L is in less than zero

range (-k<=L<0) more than -k, a curve C3 turns into a straight line, as shown in drawing

15 . Therefore, in the range, the value of L before conversion and the value of V after

conversion are in proportionality.

[0149] In addition, when the value of L is smaller than k (L<-k), the value of the L will be

changed into 0 as a value ofV like the conventional case so that clearly also from a formula

(13) .

[0150] On the other hand, as for the case (0<=L<1) of less than one, the value which is L is

changed into less than one value by j/(l+j) above as a value ofV or more by zero. With [ the

value ofL ] 0.008856 [ less than ] at this time, the value ofL is changed into the value ofV
by the linear function of L, but since the value of L is changed into the value ofV with the

1/gamma power function of L, i.e., the function according to the gamma characteristics of

the above-mentioned color monitor, with 0.008856 [ or more ], in the above-mentioned

range, a curve C3 will draw a curve as shown in drawing 15 .

[0151] In addition, when the value of L is one or more (1<=L), the value of the L will be

changed into 1 as a value ofV like the conventional case so that clearly also from a formula

(14) .

[0152] As mentioned above, the same effectiveness as the case where the transform

function shown in a formula (ll) and (12) is used can be acquired also by using a transform

function as shown in a formula (13) and (14).

[0153] Moreover, in the above-mentioned example, since the case where changed into the

RGB chrominance signal for color monitors the RGB chrominance signal scanned for color

printing, and it gave a color monitor was assumed, it was aimed at the color conversion to

RGB which is a colorimetry value and which is a signal for a display from XYZ.

[0154] However, when giving a printing machine etc., or changing the RGB chrominance

signal for color monitors into the CMYK chrominance signal for color printing, changing

the RGB chrominance signal for color monitors into colorimetry values, such as XYZ, and

recording on a record medium etc., it is good for color conversion contrary to the above, i.e.,

the color conversion to XYZ which is a signal for a display and which is a colorimetry value

from RGB.

[0155] That is, after performing r'g'b'RGB^r'g'b which is transform processing contrary to

->RGB transform processing' transform processing performed at step S22 of drawing 1 in

this case, what is necessary is just made to perform XYZ^r'g'bVg'bwhich is transform

processing contrary to transform processing* ->XYZ transform processing performed at

step S20 of drawing 1 .

[0156] In addition, in r'g
,b'->RGB transform processing, although conversion to V from L
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was performed, in RGB->r'g ?

b' transform processing, conversion to L contrary to the above

from V will be performed. Although conversion to V from L was performed by r'g'b'^RGB

transform processing here based on the transfer characteristic as shown in drawing 12

Since the value ofV will be uniquely decided if the value ofL is decided, and the value of L

will be uniquely decided by this transfer characteristic if the value of V is decided

conversely so that clearly from drawing 12 Conversion to L from V in RGB^r'g'b 1

transform processing can also be easily performed using the transfer characteristic shown

in drawing 12 . Moreover, even if it uses the transfer characteristic shown in drawing 15

instead of the transfer characteristic shown in drawing 12 in this case, it is convenient in

any way.

[0157] On the other hand, although the matrix operation shown in a formula (10) was

performing XYZ^r'g'b' transform processing, the matrix operation shown in a formula (9)

contrary to a formula (10) can perform r'g'b'->XYZ transform processing.

[0158] Moreover, in the above-mentioned example, although the color conversion approach

was explained, the color conversion approach is realizable with a color inverter as shown in

drawing 16 .

[0159] Drawing 16 is the block diagram showing the color inverter which can realize the

color conversion approach shown in drawing 1 . It is the block diagram showing the color

inverter which can realize the color conversion approach shown in drawing 1 . The color

inverter shown in drawing 16 is mainly equipped with CPU20, memory 30, I/O interface 40,

and the disk interface 50, and these are mutually connected by the bus 60.

[0160] Moreover, the mouse 70, the keyboard 80, the color monitor 90, and the network

card 130 are connected to I/O interface 40, transmit the directions and the instruction

which were inputted from the mouse 70 and the keyboard 80 to CPU20, the signal for a

display is given to a color monitor 90, or commo data is exchanged between network cards

130. In addition, it connects with the network circuit 140 and a network card 130 performs

a communication link with a server 150 etc. through this network circuit 140.

[0161] Moreover, the hard disk drive 100, CD-ROM drive 110, and the floppy disk drive

120 are connected to the disk interface 50, to the hard disk in a hard disk drive 100, write

data etc., a program, data, etc. are read from CD-ROM inserted in CD-ROM drive 110, or

data etc. are written to the floppy disk 125 inserted in the floppy disk drive 120.

[0162] Moreover, CPU20 operates according to the computer program stored in memory 30,

and functions as the transform-processing section 22 or the XYZ^r'g'b'r'gV ->RGB

transform-processing section 24. Here, XYZ->r !

g
,b'XYZ->r f

g'b which mainly showed the

transform-processing section 22 to drawing 1 ' transform processing (step S20) is

performed, and r'g'bVg'bwhich mainly showed ->RGB transform-processing section 24 to

drawing 1 ' ->RGB transform processing (step S22) is performed. In addition, the data of

XYZ which is the colorimetry value which should carry out color conversion are beforehand

memorized by the hard disk in a hard disk drive 100, are supplied from this hard disk, or

are stored in the server 150 and supplied through the network circuit 140 and a network

card 130 from this server 150. Moreover, the data obtained during processing are
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temporarily stored in memory 30 or the above-mentioned hard disk. The data of RGB
which is the signal for a display acquired by color conversion are memorized by the

above-mentioned hard disk, or are stored in the above-mentioned server. Moreover, when

color monitors 90 are the target color monitor and a color monitor of the same kind,

monitoring of the RGB which is the acquired signal for a display may be given and carried

out to a color monitor 90.

[0163] Moreover, although the computer program operated as CPU20 as the

transform-processing section 22 or the XYZ^r'g'bVg'b' ->RGB transform-processing

section 24 is finally stored in memory 30 as mentioned above, origin is recorded on

CD-ROM115 or the floppy disk 125. That is, once the above-mentioned computer program

is read in CD-ROM115 or a floppy disk 125 by CD-ROM drive 110 or the floppy disk drive

120, for example, is written in the hard disk in a hard disk drive 100, it is transmitted to

memory 30.

[0164] In addition, as a record medium for recording the above-mentioned computer

program, the various record media which can be read can be used by computers, such as

printed matter with which signs, such as a magneto-optic disk besides CD-ROM115, a

floppy disk 125, or a hard disk, a magnetic tape, an IC card, a ROM cartridge, a punch card,

or a bar code, were printed.

[0165] Moreover, although what was recorded on CD-ROM115 or the floppy disk 125 as

having mentioned above as the above-mentioned computer program can also be

transmitted to memory 30, a note ofwhat was stored in the server 150 is made through the

network circuit 140 and a network card 130, and you may make it transmit to 30. In this

case, a server 150 functions as computer program offer equipment. In addition, although

the combination of a network circuit and a network card was used, you may make it use

the combination of a public line, and a modem and a terminal adopter as a connecting

means to a server in this example.

[0166] Now, in the above explanation, it attached, when color conversion to XYZ which is a

signal for a display and which is a colorimetry value from RGB was performed by the color

conversion approach that the case where color conversion to RGB which is a colorimetry

value and which is a signal for a display from XYZ is performed by the color conversion

approach shown in drawing 1 and color conversion of drawing 1 are reverse, and it

explained, respectively. The case where perform color conversion to CMYK (namely,

CMYK chrominance signal) which is the signal for a display which is there, next was

acquired by the color conversion approach of drawing 1 and which is a signal for printing

from RGB (namely, RGB chrominance signal), and a printing machine etc. is given is

considered. In addition, since the color conversion approach of drawing 1 is realizable with

the color inverter of drawing 16 as mentioned above, RGB which is the signal for a display

acquired by the color conversion approach of drawing 1 can be put in another way as RGB

which is the signal for a display acquired by the color inverter of drawing 16 .

[0167] Color conversion to CMYK which is the signal for a display acquired by the color

inverter of drawing 16 and which is a signal for printing from RGB is performed by the
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color inverter as shown in drawing 17 .

[0168] Drawing 17 is the block diagram showing a color inverter as other examples of this

invention. As shown in drawing 17 , the color inverter 160 of this example is equipped with

the look-up table 170 for color conversion, and the interpolation circuit 180 for color

conversion.

[0169] IfRGB which is the signal for a display acquired by the color inverter of drawing 16

is inputted into the color inverter 160 shown in drawing 17 , the interpolation circuit 180

for color conversion will input the combination of the value of the RGB into the look-up

table 170 for color conversion, when the combination of the value of inputted RGB exists as

a value of the address in the look-up table 170 for color conversion. In the look-up table 170

for color conversion, the value ofCMYK stored in the address which the combination of the

value ofRGB inputted from the interpolation circuit 180 for color conversion shows is read,

and it outputs to the interpolation circuit 180 for color conversion. The interpolation circuit

180 for color conversion outputs read CMYK as it is.

[0170] On the other hand, when the combination of the value of RGB inputted into the

color inverter 160 does not exist as a value of the address in the look-up table 170 for color

conversion, the multiple selection of the thing near the combination of the value of the

above RGB inputted among the combination of the value ofRGB which exists as a value of

the address in the look-up table 170 for color conversion is made, and it inputs into the

look-up table 170 for color conversion, in the look-up table 170 for color conversion, from

two or more addresses which class doubling the value of RGB inputted from the

interpolation circuit 180 for color conversion shows, reading appearance of the value of

CMYK stored in each is carried out, respectively, and it outputs to the interpolation circuit

180 for color conversion. The interpolation circuit 180 for color conversion performs a

interpolation operation using the value of two or more read CMYK, and outputs CMYK
corresponding to RGB inputted into the color inverter 160.

[0171] Drawing 18 is the explanatory view showing an example of the combination of the

value ofRGB which exists as a value of the address in the look-up table for color conversion

of drawing 17 , and the value of CMYK stored in these addresses. Supposing it follows, for

example, = (0, 0, 8) is inputted into the look-up table 170 for color conversion as

combination of the value of RGB (R, G, B) from the interpolation circuit 180 for color

conversion Since the value ofCMYK stored in the address which that combination shows is

= (C, M, Y, K) (C2, M2, Y2, K2) as shown in drawing 18 , this value is outputted to the

interpolation circuit 180 for color conversion. In addition, as shown in drawing 18 , in all

the addresses of the look-up table 170 for color conversion, the value of CMYK is surely

stored.

[0172] In this example, now, r'g'b'r'g'bcurrently performed in ">RGB transform-processing

section 24' ->RGB transform processing of the color inverter shown in drawing 16 For

example, at least, when it is a thing based on the transfer characteristic shown in drawing

12 , the combination of the value ofRGB which contains j as which value of R, G, and B so

that it may exist as a value of the address in the look-up table 170 for color conversion The
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look-up table 170 for color conversion is constituted.

[0173] For example, if it sets up with j= 8 now, the combination of the value ofRGB which

contains 8 as which value of R, G, and B constitutes the look-up table 170 for color

conversion so that it may exist as a value of the address in the look-up table 170 for color

conversion. In the example shown in drawing 18 , as a value of the address, = (R, G, B) (0, 0,

8), = (0, 8, 0),
= (R, G, B) (8, 0, 0), (R, G, B) = (0, 8, 8), = (R, G, B) (8, 0, 8), (R, G, B) (R, G, B)

Since the combination of the value ofRGB which contains 8 as which value of R, G, and B,

such as = (8, 8, 0), = (R, G, B) (8, 8, 8), and exists, the example shown in drawing 18 just

corresponds to the above-mentioned look-up table.

[0174] Therefore, since the value of CMYK is surely stored in all the addresses of the

look-up table 170 for color conversion as mentioned above, By constituting, as the look-up

table 170 for color conversion was described above About what exists as a value of the

address among the combination of the value of RGB which contains j as which value of R,

G, and B, the value ofCMYK corresponding to it will surely exist in the look-up table 170

for color conversion.

[0175] In the conversion to RGB from r'g'b
1

, the inclinations of conversion completely differ

before and after R, G, or B=j (namely, V=j) so that clearly from the transfer characteristic

shown in drawing 12 . Therefore, also when changing into CMYK from RGB, the

inclinations of conversion will differ before and after R, G, or B=j. For this reason, about

the combination near the combination of the value of RGB containing j, when the value

(namely, value of CMYK obtained by conversion) of corresponding CMYK is calculated,

respectively, these values are what was widely different, and they are discontinuous.

[0176] On the other hand, the combination of the value of RGB containing j does not exist

as a value of the address of the look-up table 170 for color conversion at all. If the value of

CMYK corresponding to the combination of the value of this RGB assumes that it is what

does not exist in the look-up table 170 for color conversion When the combination of the

value of RGB containing j is inputted into the color inverter 160 About the combination

near the combination of the value of this RGB, the value of corresponding CMYK will be

read from plurality and the look-up table 170 for color conversion, respectively, and a

interpolation operation will be performed using the value of these CMYK. However, even if

a interpolation operation is performed about the combination near the combination of the

value ofRGB containing j using the value of these CMYK since the values ofCMYK which

corresponds, respectively are what was widely different and it is discontinuous as

mentioned above, the value of right CMYK about the combination of the value of RGB

which contains j depending on the interpolation operation cannot be acquired.

[0177] On the other hand, the combination of the value of RGB containing j exists as a

value of the address of the look-up table 170 for color conversion at least like this example.

When it constitutes so that the value of CMYK corresponding to the combination of the

value of this RGB may exist in the look-up table 170 for color conversion If the combination

of the value of RGB containing j is inputted into the color inverter 160, since the value of

CMYK corresponding to the combination of the value of the RGB will be read from the
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look-up table 170 for color conversion and will be outputted, without performing a

interpolation operation, The value of right CMYK about the combination of the value of

RGB containing j can be acquired.

[0178] By the way, although the above-mentioned explanation explained as an example the

case where r'g'b'^RGB transform processing in the color inverter shown in drawing 16 was

a thing based on the transfer characteristic shown in drawing 12 In being a thing based on

the transfer characteristic shown in drawing 15 At least, the combination of the value of

RGB which contains j/(l+j) as which value of R, G, and B constitutes the look-up table 170

for color conversion so that it may exist as a value of the address in the look-up table 170

for color conversion.

[0179] In addition, this invention can be carried out in various modes in the range which is

not restricted to the above-mentioned example or the above-mentioned operation gestalt,

and does not deviate from the summary.

[0180] That is, although XYZ was used as a colorimetry value, you may make it use L*a*b*

as a colorimetry value instead ofXYZ in the above-mentioned example.

[0181] Moreover, when r'g'b'->RGB transform processing is a thing based on the transfer

characteristic shown in drawing 12 in the above-mentioned example When the value of L

was based on the transfer characteristic shown in drawing 15 in the range (-k<=L<i) under

of i above -k, the value ofL was performing conversion to V from L with the linear function

of L in less than zero range (-k<=L<0), respectively more than -k. However, this invention

is not limited to this, and in the above-mentioned range, if it is a function which increases

in monotone even ifthey are functions other than the linear function of L, it can be used for

the conversion to V from L.

[0182] Moreover, although the color monitor was used as an object which gives RGB which

is a signal for a display, this invention is not limited to a color monitor and you may make

it other color display devices, such as a color liquid crystal display and a color plasma

display, used for it in the above-mentioned example.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing l] It is the flow chart which shows the procedure of the color

conversion approach as one example of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the x-y chromaticity diagram showing the chromaticity

coordinate of each color obtained by carrying out the colorimetry of the

chromaticity coordinate of a color which the fluorescent substance of green

[ which are used by the actual color monitor / the red and green ], and blue

expresses, and the color patch group of an actual positive film.

[Drawing 3] It is the x-y chromaticity diagram showing whether each color of

the color patch shown in drawing 2 is reproduced by what kind of color in a
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color monitor by the conventional color conversion approach.

[Drawing 4] It is the explanatory view showing the field of a color unrelievable

depending on the conventional color conversion approach.

[Drawing 5] It is the flow chart which shows the procedure of the color

conversion relation derivation processing for asking for the color conversion

relation used in XYZ->r !

g
f

b' transform processing of drawing 1 .

[Drawing 6] It is the x-y chromaticity diagram showing red, green, a

chromaticity coordinate actual about the color which each blue fluorescent

substance expresses, and a virtual chromaticity coordinate, respectively.

[Drawing 7] It is the x-y chromaticity diagram showing the locus of a

chromaticity coordinate with the same hue as red, green, and the actual

chromaticity coordinate of a color that each blue fluorescent substance

expresses.

[Drawing 8] It is the a*-b* chromaticity diagram showing red, green, a

chromaticity coordinate actual about the color which each blue fluorescent

substance expresses, and a virtual chromaticity coordinate, respectively.

[Drawing 9] ITU R It is the explanatory view showing the chromaticity

coordinate of a color which each fluorescent substance of the red of 709, green,

and blue expresses, and the chromaticity coordinate of the white of D50.

[Drawing 10] It is the explanatory view showing each value of x of the red in an

actual color monitor, green, the color that each blue fluorescent substance

expresses, and white, and y and Y, and each value of L* of the

uniform-color-space system of coordinates corresponding to it, a*, and b*.

[Drawing 11] It is the explanatory view showing each value of x of the red in a

virtual color monitor, green, the color that each blue fluorescent substance

expresses, and white, and y and Y, and each value of L* of the

uniform-color-space system of coordinates corresponding to it, a*, and b*.

[Drawing 12] It is the graph which compared and showed the transfer

characteristic from L to V used in r
,

g
,b ,->RGB transform processing by the

conventional example and this example.

[Drawing 13] It is the explanatory view showing the field of the color relieved

by the color conversion approach of this invention, and the location of each color

conversion before and after conversion.

[Drawing 14] It is the x-y chromaticity diagram showing whether each color of

the color patch shown in drawing 2 is reproduced by what kind of color in an

actual color monitor by the color conversion approach of this invention.

[Drawing 15] It is the graph which shows other transfer characteristics from L
to V used in r

l

g
,b l->RGB transform processing.

[Drawing 16] It is the block diagram showing the color inverter which can

realize the color conversion approach shown in drawing 1 .

[Drawing 17] It is the block diagram showing a color inverter as other examples
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of this invention.

[Drawing 18] It is the explanatory view showing an example of the combination

of the value ofRGB which exists as a value of the address in the look-up table

for color conversion of drawing 17 , and the value of CMYK stored in these

addresses.

[Description of Notations]

20 - CPU
22 - XYZ->r'g'b' transform-processing section

24 - r g b ->RGB transform-processing section

30 - Memory
40 - I/O interface

50 - Disk interface

60 - Bus
70 - Mouse
80 - Keyboard

90 - Color monitor

100 - Hard disk drive

110 - CD-ROM drive

115 - CD-ROM
120 - Floppy disk drive

125 -- Floppy disk

130 - Network card

140 - Network circuit

150 -- Server

160 -- Color inverter

170 -- Look-up table for color conversion

180 -- Interpolation circuit for color conversion

[Translation done.]
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